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; Statement of fundamental educational principles 
which may he emphasized and made concrete in 
definite course of study for children.
I. Control in early life is predominately an outer 
directive force, hut through education and experience 
it gradually becomes predominately an inner directive 
force.
II. As a child matures, his ideas become standardized 
concepts. When these concepts surge with emotion, 
they are dynamic, and we call them’ideals.
III. Ideals grow and multiply. V/hen they are unified through 
selection and organization about one great ideal,
they become a 'life purpose” or "life plan""' that domin­
ates all thought and action.
IV. The teacher's task, as a Christian educator, is to 
stimulate and guide the child in the development of 
strong Christian ideals and so help him to organize 
these about 'the "Great Ideal" that there shall be ' 
continuously a spontaneous inner directive force lead­
ing to expression in righteousness and Joyous service.
V. Religious education is the introduction of control
into experience. That control based upon and 
securing force through the "Universal Ideal," Jesus 
Christ. . •
: Discussion to clarify these fundamental principles.
In early life, control is predominately an outer
J*..L.1 ■ ^
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dlrective force. As the months and years pass, 
there comes to be a balance between self-reliance 
and interdependence between inner and outer authority, 
and when maturity of life is reached or passed, 
we find that, gradually, the control has become pre­
dominately an inner directive'force. The transition 
process is long, varied, and oftentimes tempestuous, 
for the adjustment is, frequently made unnecessarily 
difficult by parehts and teachers. This is due 
to two causes;
First/, the adult controller may lack wisdom 
and sympathy in dealing with child life and problems; 
and
Second, commands to the child, even when 
given wisely, may appear cruel and unjust to him as 
an individual. This reaction follows when his per­
spective of life is limited and ;sftien the present 
looraa ,so large that the future is ^disproportionately 
small, and there arises a false standard of relative 
values.
If the transition from outer to inner con­
trol is to be normal and happy, there must be mutual 
understanding and ssrmpathy, as child and adult work 
together to reach social and spiritual standards.
'l. Outstanding elements, of control.
1. A realization of the limi'ts of law.
It is necessary from a very early age for each
child to'realize that all are obeying laws. Concretely it 
should'be shown that these very LAWS make harmony and progress 
of society possible. Biological and psychological laws have 
gradually become clarified, while social laws have evolved 
through the ages as the result of experience and investiga­
tion. Upon these universals, the adult depends for aid in his 
own moral judgments. Voluntary obedience is both expedient 
and wise, so the child should come to the realization that, 
by obeying his adult leaders, he is preparing for self-direction 
in later life, within the limits of universal divine law.
Illustration:
Rose and her father were playing games after 
luncheon. The father looked at his watch and said:
"Oh, I must go back to the officel"
"^Vhy, Papa," said the child in astonishment, "Does 
MUST make you do things, too? I thought only little feirls 
had to obey!"
The father remained long enough to show her that 
MUST was one of their best friends. It makes our homes possi­
ble, for fathers MUST get money; mothers MUST prepare food; 
carpenters MUST build houses*, and little girls MUST help by
running errands and by being happy.
The understanding, voluntary obedience to law is a 
definite step toward inner control of conduct. Through the 
understanding and appreciation of the social principles involved. 
Rose accepted her father’s ideal of the value and necessity of 
law. Personal and arbitrary control, as a thing apart.
vanished. She had taken an initial step of transfer, that 
from allegiance to person to allegiance to law and custom.
MUST merged into OUGHT as the social motive appeared.
2. A personal consciousness of the power to control 
self.
The consciousness of power develops slowly in the 
early years of a child's life. To the three-year-old it 
brings a feeling of wonder and astonishment; to the ten-year- 
old, a desire to try out and see how far he can go; while 
the adolscent youth takes the reins of control into his own 
hands by right of possession. There is joy all along the line as 
a realization of power surges- through the being.
Illustration:
John was nearly three years old but continued to 
be a "cry-baby." GroTim-ups all about him had endeavored 
to break him of the habit. They tried to appeal to him 
through indifference, through punishment, through ridicule, and 
by various other means*, but to no avail. If he were hurt 
the least particle, -wails issued forth. One day John stubbed his 
toe and fell. He started to cry - then held his breath for 
a minute, looked about, scrambled to his feet, and ran as rapidly 
as possible to his mother In the next room, saying joyfully,
"Oh, mother, I can stop me I I can stop me!"
3. The definite determination to use the power of 
self-control.
Battling with perverted instincts and low motives.
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struggling upwstrd and forimrd despite clrciimstances and for 
great social motives are all involved indirectly in this 
special point, but the emphasis here is on the^ "willing.”
Illustration:
Edith persisted in biting her finger nails. The 
pain, the shame, the resulting punishments had no seeming 
effect. Year after year passed. One morning she sat 
biting away in the seventh grade class at school. There 
were forty or fifty children in the room, all busily engaged 
in solving problems in percentage, vrhen the door quietly 
opened and the stout, clumsy Principal entered.
A deep, kind voice soon resounded through the
room.
"Edith, didn'’t you have any breakfast this morning?"
"Why, yes, why?"
"Well, why are you trying to eat your fingers if 
you are not hungry?"
The class broke into peals of laughter as Edith grew 
very red and showed deep chagrin. That afternoon the 
incident was rehearsed at home and ended with these words
"l can stop doing it and I will! No one will 
ever catclx-fflb againi"
Hence we realize that there is -a power of self-control 
which is voluntarily exercised within the limits of physical, 
social, and moral laws;; there is a joy in feeling the surge 
of .power throughout our being, and there are vital issues 
involved as we determine to act, For back of the v/illing
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is a desiring, and Interrelated with these forces are 
ideals, standards, and motives which form the basis of 
moral judgment and create the desire.
II. .From Ideas to Ideals.
1. Precept added to precept, idea linked to.idea, 
comparison made as to relation, and wider interrelation, de­
cisions as to relative values, and a unifying of ideas along 
one concrete line of thought, forms a standardized concept.
If feelings and emotions are strong while this process is 
occurring, if vision reveals Images richer even than the 
real, a subtle dynamic power links itself indissolubly with 
•the concept, and we find within not a cold idea, but a warm 
pulsating ideal, throbbing with life and energy.
III. Ideals grow and multiply.
1. Ideals are wonderful things, - they growl At 
first they seem simple, a bit vague and far away, but, as 
time passes, the simple becomes increasingly complex, the 
vague gradually clarifies, and the distant draws near and 
forms the centre from which a greater circle of idealism may be 
projected.
Illustration: The ideal of God. How did it come to be to you 
what it is today?
1st. By effect .of atmosphere.
If born in a Christian home, the reverent 
attitude toward God and the worship of Him created 
an atmosphere which was powerful in its influence. 
The, books, pictures, songs, and people formed parts 
of the unified whole.
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2nd. By knowledge.
Ideas concerning God change through experience. Each 
added hit of related knowledge and sentiment broadens 
the interest span, enriches or mars the individual ideas and 
ideal of God. God himself is not different but the 
child’.s conception of Him grows deeper and richer.
”As ^der skies broke on his view
God greatened in his growing mind.
Each year he dreamed his God anew.
And left his older God behind.
He saw the boundless scheme dilate.
In star and blossom, sky and clodj 
,And as the universe grew great
He dreamed for it a greater God.”
Foss.
The study of' astronomy reveals a God of power; archaeology 
and geology show a God of the ages past And to come;
Nature's plan and cycles bring to the thought a God of 
infinite wisdoirv'and power; while the gospel story of 
sacrifice and love is climax of the appeal because it 
reveals not only an omnipotent, omnisceht and omnipresent 
God, bufTniie full of love and truth. This revelation, 
through Christ, is the strongest tie between God and man.
3rd. By emotional reaction.
As this entire fabric of knowledge increases through
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the years, vital, surcharged emotions are woven 
in with every swing of the shuttle. They are like 
golden threads glistening throughout.
4th. By experience.
Acceptance through faith, achievement through power, 
and growth through grace cause great development of 
our ideal. God "becomes in a new sense a reality.
5th. By meditation and prayer.
Taking time to "think God's thoughts after Him"; to 
understand in small measure His plans and purposes; to 
really make vivid in our own mind his reality and 
relationship to ourselves; to form, in the light of our - 
knowledge, love, and experience of Him, a definite life- 
plan linked closely with Him in service and .fellowship; 
these all bring .into clear, definite form our ideal - God.
Ideals are many and dynamic. Because of their power, 
variety and multiplicity, a careful process of selection and 
organisation is necessary, if unity and functioning power is to 
be obtained.
If there were but few ideals we might follow the magnetic 
pull of each and all without undue diffic.ulty, but life, thought, and 
experience are complex and far reaching. There is a multiplicity 
of concepts, hence a vast host of ideals. In the selection 
and organization of these^momentous questions constantly face us
concerning standards of selection, relative values of those 
chosen, choice of the centre of organization, and methods 
for arrangement and expression.
Modern Christianity offers a solution based upon the 
permanency and power of the universal ideal - made concrete- 
in personality. Briefly stated, the plan is: Take Jesus 
Christ as the standard and ideal. (Adequate proofs and reasons 
are given). Test all other ideals and then accept only those 
that reach the standard. Place ”The Ideal" at the center of 
life and let Him be the nuQleus for the organization of all 
selected ideals. Each one will find its ovm. relative place, 
and there will take form a clear and unified "life purpose." 
That "life purpose" controls desires and also moral judgment. 
These all find their expression in conduct and character.
IV. The teacher's task.
1. To know and to feel God's reality and power in 
his or her own soul is the teacher's task. To be with and 
serve with humanity, until an understanding thrill of living 
permeates the being; to come through training and experience 
into abundant life that is deep and broad and high - into 
life with definite, high standards and ideals, but pulsating 
with hiiraan intbre^and sympathy; to constantly see the 
child or the pupils in the light of all this experience and 
wisdom and love; then and then only can the best teaching be 
accomplished.
Teaching today is a greatei>, deeper word than ever 
before. I^om the testcher's own rich experience and vision, 
he stimulatea and gtiideS the pupil, in attaining control of 
himself that he may best serve others. The teacher gives informa­
tion, presents high ideals and types for imitatibn, fosters 
initiative and originality; helps the child to Increase certain 
powers,, to crush certain other tendencies, and to develop 
right habits; arouses vital interests, stimulates appreciation, 
and inspires social motives; holds concretely in the foreground, 
by a variety of methods, high religious and community standards, 
leading on to unlversals made concrete in Je'sus Christ.
V. Religious Education.
Religious Education, then, must consist of 'training 
and inspiration which develop witjilh the child 'the highest 
Christian ideals and standards-. These ideals and standards, 
must be organized, about Jesus Christ as "The Ideal;" and 
thus be dynamic and control conduct. A. "life purpose" is of 
greater po;ver in determining actl® than habits of social en­
vironment .
Religious Education leads to the formation in each 
life of a "life purpose" which is closely linked with God on the 
one hand, and with hiunanlty on the other. This purpose 
'dominates all thought, feeling', and action.
HANDBOOK ON THE NEAR EAST
FOR




Part I Outline Program of Thirty Lessons Arranged 
for Daily Bible Vacation Schools or Week 
Day Schools of Religion.
Part II Program of Ten Lessons Arranged for Junior 
Mission Study Classes or Children's Mission 
Bands,
Part III Stories and Poems, Facts, Games, Bible Refer­
ence Charts, Handwork Projects, General Lists 
and Bibliography,
-/X- ~C’ \L. ■VC
INTERCHURCH WORLD MOVEMENT OP NORTH AMERICA
NEW YORK CITY

NECESSARY MATERIAL FOR COURSE
1, Bible
2, Day School Gebgraphy
3, Leaflets published by your ovra denominational Mission Boards
4, Handbook for Junior Teachers on the Near East,................. 25(2^
5, Fez and Turban Tales, by Isabella Blake,................. 75(2^ orSO;^
6, Interchurch Picture Sheets,
Boys and Girls of Bible Lands...........................25
Egypt and Modern Heroes of Bible Lands............... 25
7, Near East Painting Book,.......................................... 25il75^
8, Loose Leaf Notebook
OTHER VERY DESIRABLE MATERIAL
Boys and Girls of Bible Lands, by Dr. John H. Finley............ $2«00
Near East Picture Stories, by Mrs. Osborne.......................... 50
(Includes six pictures 9 x 13 in.)
Fez and Turban Tales for each child @ or 75(2^
Near East Painting Bookfor each boy and girl @ 25^ each
Interchurch Picture Sheets,
Syrian and Armenian, ...................................,15
How we travel........................................... 25
Access to;
1, Geographic Magazine, Nov,, 1919, "The Rise of New
Arabian Nation," "Syria, the Land-link of 
History’s Chain;^'
2, Asia Magazine, Sept., Oct., Dec., 1919, and Jan., 1920.
627 Lexington Ave,,' New York.
3, Travel Magazine, New York City
4, World Outlook, 45 West 18th St,, New York City.
5, Everyland, 45 West 18th St., .New York City,
GENERAL PLAN OP PROCEDURE
To add importance to. mission study work on the
I
the Near East, the group or class may he sent ad*a special 
deputation for survey and study ,of conditions. An imagin­
ary tour may be instituted'with very profitable results.
In a smaLl school^ the Church School superintendent 
or minister on Sunday may call those to the front who are 
to be in the Study Class. In a large school, the 
Department Superintendent may send forth groups.
Tell of the Near East and of the Commission of eighteen 
men sent by Sunday Schools of seventeen denominations who 
really did go and survey conditions so that all Church School 
scholars of the Unit.ed States might know actual facts and 
how to help by sending money and food. See Lists, Part III.
This particular Church School needs to know more 
details as to how it canjielp in the conservation of child­
hood in these BibleTnnds today, so sends a group out as a 
Special Commission to survey, StUd^sr'-Clhgs oh Eissidn “Band, 
report at the end of ten weeks; if week day Religion School, 
at close of term; if Daily Vacation Bible School, report at 
close of siumner session. Several groups might ibe sent and 
bring in a joint report.
PART I
Outline Program of Thirty Lessons Arrang­
ed for Daily Bible Vacation Schools 
or Week Day Schools of Religion,
OUTLINE PROGRAM FOR THIRTY LESSONS
ARRANGED FOR
BIBLE VACATION SCHOOLS OR WEEK DAY-SCHOOLS 'OF
RELIGION.
SECTION A. The Near East and Its People,
Les.son 1. Under Many Flags,
British and Red Cross
Story Dr. Finley’s visit to General Allenby 
Star and Crescent
Map study and brief survey of nations includ­
ed in the Near East
American
Tour from America to the Near East
Lessons
^.3.4,576. Near East Children, at Home.
Tents and houses
Make models of tents and peasants’ homes, - Part III 
Mould oriental household utensils jProject 4
Sketch nobleman’s house and other buildings 
Discuss modern oriental, life
Story - "Col, Lawrence as a Bedouin," - Part III,
Story - "Home Life of Boys of Palestine," - Part III 
.. . ' Story - "The Clan of Yazdi," - Fez and, TurbanTales
Painting Book, - Bedouin tent and churning - Egyptian water
carrier.
Lesson 7, Near East Children at Play.
Games . 1-14
Shepherd and Hireling, - John 10 ,- Part III.Game 1
Orphans,, - Part III. game 2 
Date Stones - Part III. Game 3 
Poster constructed.
Near East Child - Part Til Project 5
Lesson 8, Near East Children at School ,
Story and dramatization of
"Mohammed All’s Vacation, - Fez and Turban Tales
^ .. ■ ■ - - - -
2
Lessons
9 and 10. Near East Children at Worship,
Story -"Easter in Syria." Felton. Part III. 
Story, - "Cave of Jinn," - Fez and Turban Tales 
Dr, Zweraer's Facts Part III
Prayers of children- and Koran Primer Part III
Story - "The Champion Egg," - Near East Picture Stories
Painting Book




ll,12,r5,14 Near East Children a.% Work, and Industries of Near East.
Products of the land i
Game of Products fart III Gam® 4 
Agriculture and sheep raising
Connect up with Bible stories and references, 
especially of Shepherd. Illustrate 
by story and picture so children J
may get oriental setting. 1
Story - "The Great Rock," Near East Picture Stories 
Story/- "Little Grey Donkey," Near East Picture Stories ; 
Rug Making
Story - "JPerdlus." Fez and Turban Tales 
Story - "Balzig,"- Near East Picture Stories
Lesson 15. Near East Children Travelling, and Transportation in Near East,
Pictures
Art Gallery game with trained guide Part III Game 5 
Painting Book
Persian Kadajah
SECTICN B. Christianity in Action on the Field
Lessons
16,17,18 Under the White Star
Remaking Boys
Story - "Squad or Gang," - Fez and Turban Tales
Feeding the Hungry', Sheltering, and Clothing .the Needy 
Pictures and Near East Leaflets List Part III
Reconstructing Industries and Transportation
Story - "Among the Silk Cocoons of Brusa"
Mrs. Csborne Part III
34
Less’on 19. Under the Denominational Boards,












Place starsat occupied and strategical points
Lesson .20» Bettering conditions and Environment
Lesson 21, Healing the Body and Training the Hands,
Story - "Kuymet to the Rescue" - Fez and Turban Tales
Lesson 22-,
23,24, Developing the Mind and Spirit,
Local and Itinerary 'Worl?
Story - "Mittl Wall! and the Delta Ca.r,"
Fez and Turban Tales,
Story - "Lost in a Bazaar," !Fez and" Turb^ Tales 
Story - "Girls in Urumia School'," ' Mrs, Shedd,
Part III
Lesson's 25.
26,27,28,25. Missionaries and Wishes,
Satisfying these wishes and heeds 
PROJECT NO. TWO. Part III '
Lesson 30, Exhibit and Presenting- of Report of Children’s
Commission to the Near Eaut,
PART II
Pt'Ogram o£ Ten ‘Lessons, of from one and a half to 
Two Hour Sessions, for Junior Mission Study 




A. The Near East and Its People.
Lesson 1, Under many Flags .
Special Thought-
Learning to know each other so that each may 
give their best for the good of all.
Lesson 2. Near East Children at Home and at Play,
Special Thoiight-
Cooperating from social motive.
Lesson 3. Near East Children at School
Special Thought-
Helping each other
Lesson 4. Near East Children at Work - Industries and Transportation 
Special Thought-
Giving everyone a fair chance.
Lesson 5. Near East Childreni.at Worship,
Special Thought-
Contrasting Religions (Gleam vs.Noonday)
B. Christianity in action on the Field,
Lesson 6, Under the White Star (Near East Relief)
Special Thought-
Remaking'boys and building standards.
Lesson 7. Under Denominational Mission Bpards,(Medical, Industrial, 
Evangelistic, Educational,)
Special Thought-
Making Christianity known and felt as a dynamic 
power.
Lesson 8. Under Denominational Boards.
Special Thought-
Making Christianity known and felt as a dynamic 
power.
Lesson 9, Survey of Uplifting Forces in Near East,
Special Thought-
Remaking conditions by Presenting and building 
Ideals into^Standards,
Lesson 10, Exhibit and Report of Commission.
Special Thoiight-




Learning to know each other so that each may give their 
best for the good of all.
1, Have on the tables school geographies, Bibles, Paper and 
Pencils, literature from various touring companies (see Part III 
Lists) Picture's of People- of Near East showing costTimes and cus­
toms- also a few curios.- Children as they gather have opportuni­
ty to observe and handle illustrative material and talk things 
over among themselves. There should be no formal openning but
a merging into the definite study of tour proposed. Leader of 
class has associate leather who is selected from among the child­
ren by the children.
2. Tour definitely planned- Compare with Dr. Finley’s descrip­
tion.
"Their way led from Nev/ York City, March, 1918, by Cape of 
Good Hope, to Ceylon, and by the Suez to Port Said, and thence by 
rail to Jerusalem, My way led a month later from New York City 
by way of England, France, Italy, Albania, Serbia, Macedonia, and 
the Aegean Sea to Port Said* From Egypt I found a swifter way.
I found the Via Del (way of God) in the skies, and in two and one 
half hours descended to the foothills of the Holy Land," Finley.
Discuss routes, using maps and touring literature effect­
ively. Map of the world and map of Near East should be mount­
ed and filed for future use,
7, Game of Products, - Part III.
8. Serve dates or figs, not as refreshments but as sample products,
9, Closing prayer:
Our Father God, accept pur thanksgiving because we belong 
to Thy great world family. The boys and girls of Europe, of 
South America, of Asia and of our own community are Thy child­
ren. As children of one family may we come to know each other 
better and be helpful to one another.
May the children of Bible lands come to know Jesus aright, 
Jesus Christ who was once a boy of Palestine, and through Him 
grow with us in widdom and stature and in favor with God and man. 
Amen.
10. Song - "We’ve a story to tell to the nations."
HOMEWORK.
(a) Children discuss briefly Project No.l and Project 
No,2, Part III, Then choose title for their book­
let under Project No,2 and begin collection of mat­
erials, filing away in envelop for future use,
(b) Divide children into two committees for definite 
preparation for next week's work.
1, The majority of children will be delighted to 
prepare menus for imaginary Near East parties.
Let them describe furnishings of dining room^ 
costumes of American children attending, l.e.y 
Circasion walnut furniture, Hamadan rugs, etc.
All must be Near East products,
2, Small committee meets with leader to prepare 
model of tent and oriental house. These should 
be ready for other children-when they arrive.
— Part III., Project No, 4.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Bible
Geography of the Holy Land, George Adam Smith,
Chapter VIII., The Maritime Plain.
A Pilgrim in Palestine, Dr. John Finley.
Boys and Girls of Bible Lands, Dr. John Finley.
Asia Magazine, November, 1919
McFarland Geography, or Geography used in school by children.
Touring ‘Leaflets secured from various Tour Companies conducting 
Near East Tours. Part III Lists.
Scripture Teaching, Illustrated by Models and Objects, J.G.Kitchin.
Topsy-Turvy Land, Samuel M. Zwemer.
Chapter VII., Dates and Sugar Cane.
Chapter XVI., Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh.
Zigzag Journeys in the Camel Cotintry, Samuel M. Zwemer.
Chapter X., Pearls and P.earl Divers.
When I was a Boy in Palestine, Mousa Kaleeh.
Chapters VIII, IX, and XII
Syria, the Links of History’s Chain, Yifllliams.
Geographic Magazine, November, 1919.
Reconstruction in'Turkey, Hall.
Agriculture of Turkey, iDages 132-147.
Lesson 2,.
Wear East Children at Home and at Play.
Cooperat-ing from Social Motive.
1, Read menus and descriptions of Near East Parties. Vote on 
which is most attractive and inviting. Place in Report 
Book. Some child may design invitations or draw sketches. 
Encourage all initiative, but do not demand more work than 
children are spontaneously willing to contribute. Cooper­
ative interest, suggestion and enthusiasm bring greater re-
I
suits 'than definite demands.
The small group of children who, during the week helped 
construct tent and house models-, (see Papt III., Project 
No. 4) act as hosts and hostesses. They divide into two 
sections, one as nomads and the other as village or city 
dwpllers. Costumes, of course,_ -are not necessary, but add 
a bit of local color if available. There should be many 
pictures of the wealthy city dwellers* homes built about 
courts,, and also vlev/s shoY/lng foreign types of blocks and 
buildings* Any view of the Allies in camp would here find 
place, and Col, Lawrence at home among the Bedouins would 
be appropriate.
2. The children•observe and discuss models and home life of ■
orientals, _
As all are gathered by tent of nomads, one boy informally 
tells story of Col. Lawrence. Part III,
As all are interested in peasant’s house, the Leader tells 
the story "The Clan of Yazdij" from Fez and Turban Tales. 
3,. All play ‘favorite game of all children of .Nazareth,
"The Shepherd and the Hireling,"
4. ' Read John
5. Sing, "The King of Love my Shepherd Is."
6. Prayer;
Oh Lord, our Shepherd, continue to protect us, guide 
us and love us. Every day Thou dost give us shelter, 
food and the joy of happy companionship. Accept our 
love -and thanksgiving. Forgive our i^rong-doing and 
strengthen Isur desire to think clean and beautiful 
thoughts, and .to do right deeds. May these children 
of Bible Lands come to know Thee and to follov; Thee 
through love rather than through custom or fear. Amen.
HOMEWORK.
Each child has one or more Bible references to dis­
cover names of Near East children, or what type of 
home was enjoyed by some favorite Bible character.
References may be found in Part III, Bible Reference 
Charts No. 1 and No. 2,
Continue to collect pictures for "Pictures of American 
Life Series."
BIBLIOGRAPHY;
Asia Magazine, Sept., Oct., Dec., 1919, Jan., 1920.
Articles on Col, Lavirrence.
"Scripture Teaching Illustrated by Models and Objects," by J.G.Kitchln.
Chapters II. and XXV.
*
"Cross Roads of the Near East," by Wm, H. Hall.
"Dan of Nazareth," by Mrs. W. G.- Towart.
When I was a Boy in Palestine - Kaleel
Chapters I,II,III, JV
LESSON 3
Near East Children at School 
Special Thought-
Helping each other.
Place on Blackboard Bible Reference Charts No.land2.
1* Children fill in blank spaces as rapidly as possible, 
giving at least one fact concerning each character. Not more 
than ten minutes should b'e spent with this work,
2. Story, "Mohammed All's Vacation," from Fez and Turban 
Tales,
3. Children select partners and choose short sections of 
story suited for dialogue. Give them four or five minutes for 
preparation, then call them in. A short time only is given so
f
that work-will be spontaneous rather than studied or detailed*
MCHAMMED ALI-'S VACATICN 
Suggestive Dialogue selections:
a. The meeting of Mohammed and Mousa on the street corner 
in Asslut.
b. Conversation while riding water buffaloes, crossing the 
river, and on the road home.
c. Mohammed and his mother at hpme.
d. Mousa's visit to Mohammed’s home the following day.
e. Mohammed’s visit to Mousa’s home.
f. Mohammed’s fai^her’s return and the conversation concern­
ing the letter.
Moslem‘teacher, - the father, - the mother, 
and Mohaapned,
g. Children imagine and give conversation which would follow 
when Mohammed and Mousa met.




(a) "a ChiTd of the l^ear East." Part III., Project -No.5
(b) Children of Near East * Picture' Sheet Boys and 
Girls of Bible Lands.
6, Have on wall with no comment save Plockhurst Picture, "Christ 
and the Children"
"a winsome smil-e my Master had 
The little children rowe 
Though friends and followers forbade.
Him as their ovm they chose.
And eager'ran to His embrace
And straightv/ay had no fear.
For something in His loving face'
Assured them they were dear.
So winsome v/hen my Master smiled 
His very own ?/ere man and child."
Mrs, Newell Dv/lght Hillls,
6, Song -- "I think when I read that sweet story of old,"
7. Prayer:
'We lift our thoughts to Thee, C God,, in love 
and adoration. May we name a few of our causes 
for tlianksgiving? We ,ai^e thankful for our homes, 
our parents, our school, and our teachers. Thou 
wert good to send They son Jesus into the world 
as the Mastey* Teacher. He taught us how to live 
and love and give of our best. May the lessons 
He taught become our's through action.
We' are sorry for the refugee children of .Asia, 
for the unhappy, frightened children, and for 
all boys and girls who do not knot the lessons 
which Jesus taught. Help us as we endeavor to 
help them. In the name of Jesus, our Teacher, 
Amen.
HCMEWCRK:
" Memorize ICOth Psalm, Bible Reverence Chart No. 1.
Part III.
Group A,-How column 
Group B. Why column
Continue collecting pictures for the Pictures of 
American Life Series.
:felBLIGGRAPHY
When I was a Boy in Palestine- - Kalefel 
At School in Palestine Chapter V
Lesson 4
Near East Children at Work and Industries ahd Transportation 
in the Near East.
Special Thought-
Giving everyone a fair chance.
1. Reciting 100th Psalm as suggested.
Part III, Bible Reference Chart No. 1.
2. Game of Art Gallery with trained guide,
showing Industries and trans­
portation in Near East. Part III,game 5
3. Story telling
Perdius - -Fez and TurbannTales
Balgiz - Near East Picture Stories
Jesus the Carpenter of Njazareth - Part III.
. 4. Song
"O Master Workman of the Race," J.T.Stocking 
Hymnal of American Youth, Pilgrim Press,
5. Prayer
Our Father, we are glad Jesua^came. We wish 
we each one might have been his apprentice in 
the Nazareth shop, working with Him, hearing 
His stories, and receiving His blessing, as 
the children did long ago. But His spirit is 
with us today. May our work be carefully done. 
May we persevere in doing the hard things, and 
always do with our might what our heads and 
hands find to do.
Forgive our indifference, our carelessness, and 
any lack of joy and cooperation in work and 
play. By Thy help we shall grow stronger and 
gentler as the days pass. For Jesus’ sake. Amen,
6. Coloring of designs in Near East Painting Book,
"The Merchant"
"Home Keeping in a Bedouin Tent," and "Churning" 
Poster Making
HOMEWORK,
Continue Collecting pictures for "Pictures of Amer­
ican Life Series."
Complete memorizing 100th Psalm,
Discover industries of the Near East referred to in 
the Bible. The industries of today are nearly as 
primitive as they were 2,000 years agp/
Bible Reference Chart No. 3, - Part III
BIBLIOGRAPHY
"Reconstruction in Turkey", Wm, HalljEditor, Chapters 
on'. Transportation and Industries,
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"Asia Magazine'," "Industrial Turkey," Sept., 1919




Near East Children at V/orsMp.
Special Thought -
Contrasting Religions (glegjn vs. noonday)
1. Bible refferences as to industrial wof'kers given
and discussed briefly. Part III.
Bible Reference Chart No.5.
2. Have child trained ta give, "call to prayer” from
distant improvised minaret - as surprise to 
group:
■ "La ilaha - ilia - ’llah - Muhammadu - Rasul - 
Allah." Say or sing slowly and in monotonous 
tbhe^oh musical tones of "la" high "do’ and 
"se." - Repeat in this order three times in 
the call.
Have another child bow in oriental fashion as call 
is repeated.
■ 3. Show pictures, if possiblie, of mass of Mohammedans 
at prayer. Prom earliest childhood, all pray for 
fea?something dreadful will happen if they do not. 
Prayer is the paSsport to Paradise and has no 
relation with every day thoughts and deeds in the 
ethical sense.
4; Tell story "Cave of Jirm" from"Pez and Turban Tales."
This^ story gives a glimpse of the superstition and 
ignorance of even the higher classes of these 
, people, and the world, of Jihnlis very close to
every Moslem child. The most efficacious charm 
against the Jinn's power is the sacred Koran, words 
from which are. either used as amulets or in prayer. 
These books are reverenced with superstitious awe, 
and ^sept wrapped in green leather or silk to protect 
them from dust or injury.
5. Discuss Near East children at Worship. Part III. .
Pacts.
There are gleams of light and truth in Mohammedanism, 
but Christianity brings the glorious light and truth 
of noonday,
6-. HAND WORK: --
Near East Painting Books 
Moslems ajy Prayer 
Minarets' and city 
Moslem or prayer nig




7. Song - ”Jesus Sahll JReign Fifhere're the Sun."
8. Pra^rer
Father God, T;e have been having a good time 
today. We stop for just one minuto of -quiet 
to say, "Thajik you."
The children Of the Wear East are hot as happv
of them do not know how to plajr. They do not kno.w of Thy love, and so 
have much fOar and superstition in their lives. 
May we not, be satisfied to leave these .Mo- 
hammedan children outside the inner circle of 
^ we-eend them the truth
and light that their deeds may be right." Mav 
our deeds be kindly and our lives be sincere 
as we work, for Thee and with Thee through the 
coming week. Amen. ®
least ten different nations living in the 
Wear East: Armenian, Syrian, Assyrian, Greek, Turk, Jew 
Persian, Kurd, and Arabian.
Let each child choose to be a child born of one of these 
peoples in the Wear East, kave them imagine they are 
Mving in 1922, after having 'come to America in 1920.
They can now speak English and are going to the publicwSr^Past story®"My®Home in the
in two or three hundred words. Make in 
booklet form, if they wish, and use as illustrations pic­tures Of "Children -of Bible Lands" Picture ShLu Bring







Childhood in' Moslem Lands," by Dr.Zwemer. 
o- r, . Chapter, "Religion^of Childhood."
Cross Roads of the Near East,^ by Wm. H.Hall. ,
History of Armenian National Church," Former Patriarch Ormanj 
Zigzag Journeys in the Camel Coiuatry," by Dr.Zwemer
The Camel Driver V/hd Became a Pronhet ' Ohnn tx Topsy Turvy Land," by Dr.“Zwemer Chap.IX.
Woorah's Prayer, Chap. X;
Lesson 6
Under the White Star.
Special Thought-
Remaking hoys and building standards.
1. Read together and discuss story of good Samaritan 
as shovm in Part III., Bible Reference Chart No.2.
2. Modern stories of good Samaritans 
"Squad orl Gang," "Fez and Turban Tales”
"Boys of Armenia," by fir.Edward Raffety
Part III., Near East Relief Leaflets 
or
"a Day in Erizxun," by Littlefield, Part III.
3. Pictures of reconstruction work and of orphans adopted 
by individuals and states here in America.
Part III., Near East Relief Leaflets.
4. Display of all Illustrative material which has been 
collected during five weeks for series of volumes, 
"Pictures of ,^raerljb'an Life."
Observe, exchange, arrange and begin pasting in booklets. 
5'. Song, "How Beautiful for Spacious Skies."
6. -Prayer,
There is beauty through all the wohld, hut we 
thank Thee, Father, for our own America. May we 
be true and loyal, giving of our best to help other 
peoples. Ma^ our own home life be happy and full 
of loving service.
Give us courage and perse-verence in our school 
duties. Help us to play fair and to do all our 
tasks joyously because we are Thy children working 
with Thee. Amen.
HOMEWORK
Memorize the ^ory of the good Samaritan. Each child 
should have a typewritten copy in form given in Part III. 
Bible Reference Chart No.2* ' Stimulate to intense 
application with thought to complete in one week.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Near East Leaflets - see Part III., Lists.
NOTE; Near East Children's stereopticon lecture may be substituted
for program of' lesson as given. Part III., See Near East Lists
Lesson 7.
Under Denominational Mission Boards, - Medical,Industrial,Evangelistic, 
Special Thought - Educational.
Making Christianity known and felt as a dynamic power.
1-.
2.
Story and picture hour.
P-art—Iii-.
^ ^ (4i%±t?on)
"A Day in Urumma School,” (Shedd) Part III.
”Mitt Walli and the Delta Car” - Fez and Turban Tales.
"Dr.Shepard of Aintah," - Part III. Denominational List, 
of
Construction booklets, "American Life Series."/V '
3. Song, "WatcbmanV Tell Us of the Night."
4. Prayer:
"Oh, God, we are glad we can call Thee our 
Father. Day and night Thou dost care for 
us and 16ve us. We would do our best and 
be our best each day to shovf unto Thee our 
thankfulness. Open our eyes that we may 
see opportunities to help others. Open our 
ears that we may hear Thy still small voice 
speaking unto bur inmost soul. Open our 
lips that we mdy speak for Thee among our 
playmates, - speak for.Thee in truthfulness, 
fair play, kindness and courage.For Jesus^ sake, Amen."
HOMEWORK
Fill in blanks in Bible Reference Chart No.6, names of 
missionaries mentioned in the New Testament. Write at 
the bottom your definition of a missionary today’, and 
give the six great missionary wishes beginning with the 
letters of the word:




Equ-pm--t f-r t-e w—k.
So-ls w-n for th- H-st-r’s c-use.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Zigzag Journeys in the Camel Country, Zwemer 




Making Christianity knoivn and felt as a dynamic power.
1. A study of the work of your oim.denomination 
in the Near East, if such work is carried oh.
Gather all available books, leaflets, pictures, yearbook 
reports, etc. Place on the tables and have chairs 
placed as^in children s libraries. Study together 
the material on hand. If direction for study seems 
necessary, have series of questions in basket on one 
of the tables, i.e.;
How many mission stations are conducted by our 
church in the Near East?
Locate each on the map.
Find the names of two missionaries at each of the 
large stations.
How many hospitals have we?
How many doctors? Nurses?
How much money do we as a church send to the Near East?
2. Story, - "l-att Wall! and the Delta Car,"
Fez and Turban Tales.
If your denomination has no mission stations in the Near East, use 
time for dramatization of story, "Mitt Wall! and the Delta Car.” 
instead of the above study.
3. Gajne, - .Choice of children from those already played, or
see Part III., Games No. 2 and No.3.
4. Continue book series or prepare poster. Part JII.,
Projects --
5. Song, - "Fling Out the Banner, Let It Float,”
6. Prayer:
"Tod^ we have been studying the work of our 
OFn'church in the Near East. We thank Thee, 
"^Jehovah God, that it has a part in great 
world work. We pray that our missionaries over there may have courage, skill and power
in winning men, women and children to higher 
Ideals, to better standards of living and to 
deeper understanding of Thy great love. Through 
this work be very near to each one of us. Keep 
us strong and pure and true.
For Jesus sake. Amen. ■
Lesson 8. Continued
HOMEliYORK
Make a Bible Reference Chart of your own. Call it 
Chart No.7.
Arrange a list of five, stories told by Jesus which would 
be most useful on the mission field. Have in mind 
especially the Near East children of about your ovm age. 
Include in the chart the Bible references where the 
stories may be found.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Denominational Books and Leaflets. Part III. Lists.
Lesson 9.
Survey of ITplighting Forces in the Near East 
Special Thought -
Remaking Conditions, Presenting and Building Ideals
into Standards.
1. Story "Lost in the Bazaar," "Fez and Turban Tales."
«
2. Story "Among the Cocoons of Brus’a," Part III.
3. Fact,Contest, Part III., Game No.6.
4t Constmacted Booklets (Complete) tart III., Project No.2
5. Song, ~ "The Morning Light is Breaking"
6. Prayer:
Our Father God, Thou art wonderful in power, 
in wisdom and in love. Great and vital changes 
are being made in Thy name and for Thy sake.
Give us our small part in the necessary work ' 
in the Near East. As Thy children here may 
we work for and think for Thy children over 
, there. May they soon come to know Thee in Thy
power, wisdom and love. Open anew our own
eyes and hearts to Thyself as our Father who
leads us each day. For Jesus Christ's sake, Amen.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
, , , ---- ------ ^
Government Commerce Reports, Washington, D.C.
April,1920, November, 1919. 
supplement to Commerce Reports,
Turkey, September 30, 1915.
Near East Leaflets, Part III., Bists.
Your Denominational Year Book, Part III., Liszts.
Current Magazines
World Outlook and Bveryland
Lesson 10.
An jE^^rening In the Near East
Personnel:
Parents^ officers, teachers and all interested members 
of Church School. Also children who went out as the 
Commission to study Near East Conditions.
Exhibit;
Report Rook of Study and Survey, fully Illustrated,
Project No.l.
'Book Series ^to be sent to Missionary in Near East
Part 3,Project No.2.
Posters, Part III., Projects No.3 and No.5.
Oriental Models, Part III.^ Project No.4.
Maps, mounted.
Clippings from daily papers and magazines of events
in Near East
Boxes for voluntary contributions on each exhibit table.
Program:
Songs and sayings of Near East, - Old Testament, New
Testament, J^oran, Fables
Song,
Games of Nesj* East, -- Children in costume. Part III.,Games
Dramatization, Story Hour in Persian Garden, from
Near East Picture Stories by 
Mrs .'Agnes Wilson Osborne.
• Games of Near East-, - Children in costume. Part III.,Games.
Story telling, - Children's favorite from Fez and Turban
Tales.
Brief ReJjort and recommendations; explanation of exhibit
and presenting of Report Book.
Words of approval, acceptance, and appreciation by'minister
or superintendent, who promises 
to use constructively the results 
of study and survey.
NOTE; The enthusiasm arohsed- by the- study and exhibit 'should not be 
allpwed to die for lack of opportunity to use the results.
Xesson 10. Continued.
Before the'time of the exhibit let the secretary of the study group 
wriie to your denOminsLt'ional headquarters, or to Mrs.Agnes Y/ilson Osborne 
of the Near East Relief, Metropdritan Tower, New York City, and 
secure the most u‘p,-to-date information as to possibility for future 
activity to benefit the people pf the Near East.
The ]^esolutions for further action -which are submitted should be based 
up6h*the replies received from your denominational headquarters or 
from Mrs.Osborne, and should be Very definite so that the impression 
will not b'e given that the work and study on the Near East is 
finished.
Prayer:
Song, "We've a Story to Tell to the Nations," or some other 
missionary hymn.
Refreshments and viewirig of the exhibit.
WHYS AM) MEREFORES OP PROGRAM BUILDING
The ohildren of your group are the centre around 
•which the program is built, and their growth and develop­
ment constitute your fundamental motive for selection and 
arrangement.
Steps in Preparing Program:
1, Survey.the children individually
a. Write out two weak and two strong character­
istics of each.
b. What ideals need to be presented to .stimu­
late and nourish growth?
c. What “concrete, standards must I help them to 
set up?





a. What ideals are presented?
b. What stimulus to the children's thought 
and action are inherent in the subject 
matter?
c. Hbw does the material lend itself to child 
development as to self-control and initiative
I
Determine method of presentation which best suits
purpose
This must include:
a. A strong social motive to unify all effort 
and give dynamic force.
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b. Practice for the children In self direction 
and creative activity.
c. Balance of quiet intense thought and free 
activity during each session.
d. The children’s spontaneous reactions should 
be joyous intensity of effort be'cause of 
interest and because of an understanding of 
definite yalues involved.
e. Every session should, aim to develop the child’s 




BRIEF WHYS AHD WHEREFORES OP METHOD IN THIS NEAR EAST
PROGRAM,
Especially the Ten Programs of Part II.
(a) The sending out of the children as a Survey Coramiss-ion 
to the Near East that they may ascertain facts and 
' bring in a report is a unifying social ijiotlve.
The completing of the series of volumes on "Pictures 
of American'Life," to be sent to the children of 
the Near East is a vital social motive, finding ex­
pression in practical service.
The goal, - and Exhibit and ^e^ovt Hour before the 
entire school, or before selected groups .from the 
Church School, is also a social motive tending to 
unification of activities and to intensity of interest 
and effort.
(b) Self direction and creative activity on the part of the 
children is secured in various ways.
Children plan out tour in Lesson 1, thus directing their 
own map studyT The Game of Products - Art Gallery and 
Pacts, give ample scope’ for initiative and self-direction. 
For example, the Game of Pacts:
1. Groups of children select facts with adult 
Leader
2. Captains select tbeir own teams
3. Captains call teams together, read facts as 
group, and weigh them! as to relative value, 
selecting five f6r further use.. The teams 
also count up points gained and report.
The responsibility rests on the children and
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they respond by joyously aoceptirig it and going 
forward.
The series of volumes■"pictures of American Life" 
give endless opportunity for creative activity of 
the highest type.
(c) . .!lt will be noted that each program consists of four
sections, - story or discussion, game, handwork, and 
worship. These are balanced as to time and arrangement.
(d) The material as suggested is suited to the children, is 
attractive and interesting in itself.
The story, the game, the handwork, all stimulate and hold 
the interest. The definite understanding of the strong 
social motives mentioned under (a) give natural intensity 
of effort and buildsup standards as to relative value of 
achievements.
(ei In every program there is a direct appeal to the child’s
fourfold development. Information is given in concrete form 
by story, picture, drama, or song.
These ideas are emotionalized into ideals. There is coopera­
tion in many forms as the work progresses, thus reaching the 
social side. Worship gives both impression and expression 
for the spiritual nature. Games develop freedom and power 
along physical lines . An attempt has been made to bring 
the children into cl-oser relationship to God through virile and 
sympathetic understafidlng of His other children in the Near East.
I
These Programs are suggestive, only, as we have noted three 
elements in Program Building: Plrsi, the child, second, the 
material, and third, the method of presentation.
• The builder of a set of programs such as these has, .hO'f'ore her
very definitely elements 2 and 3, but only a knowledge of children
in general, as she has observed them. Shef.does nqt know your 
group of children and hence is limited in. her ability bo meet 
their needs. You must sbudy the fundamental principles as here 
briefly given. Then, knowing your group of children,- adapt the 
progr,amS to their needs, or if skilled in the art, build your own
programs.
PART III
Stories and Poems, Facts, Games, Bible Re­
ference- Charts, Handwork Projects,Gen­
eral Lists and Bibilography.
Stories and Poems
No 1. Finley's Visit to General Allenby
No 2, Colonel Lawrence as a Bedouin
No 3. Jesus the Carpent,er of Nazareth
(Poem)
No 4. Home life of boys of Palestine
No 5. Amon'g the Silk Cocoons of Brusa
No 6. Girls in Urumia School
No 7. The Power of the American flag
No.8. Easter- in Syria
STORIES
No 1.
Story Dr, Finley's Visit to General Allenby.
An automobile sped over the grey-white military road 
from Jerusalem to Ramleh. It waS' a warm June evening and the or­
iental heavens were brilliant with starry light. After a mile 
ride, Dr, Finley and a Red Cross associate, alighted at the door 
of the old farm house which served as the headquarters for Gen­
eral Allenby, the Deliverer of Palestine,
The General, who had powerful shoulders, high fore- . 
head and kindly "'eyes, gave a warmly cordial greeting to the re­
presentative of the American Red Cross,
"Man met man I Roman met Romani"
One great .purpose dominated the lives of these two 
leaders, one of England and one of Amerloa. We marvel not that 
they became friends Immediately, After dinner was served, to­
gether 1:hey poured over a bulky volume which told of the geog­
raphy and history of the Holy Land. Its words fascinated them. 
Reality was all about them there near the Valley of Ajaloni
They read;
"From the Crocodile river the Plain of Sharon, widen­
ing from eight miles to twelve, rolls southward forty-five miles 
to a line of low hills to the south of Ramleh. This forms the 
center of the famous Maritime Plain which possesses a ^iet but 
rich beauty. Along almost the whole seaboard runs a strip of 
links and downs, jSometimes of pure drifting sand, sometimes of 
grass and sand together. Outside of this border of broken gold, 
there is the blue sea with its fringe of foam. Landward the soil 
is chocolate brown. Where water is ample over corn and moorland a 
million flowers are scattered - poppies, anemones, raarcissus and 
blue iris, roses of Sharon and Lilies of the Valley. Lizards 
haunt all the sunny banks. The shlmmeripg air is filled with bees 
and butterflies, and with the tweltterlng of small birds, hushed 
now and then as the shadow of a great hawk biota the haze. For- when darkness comes it is all a^lank. The soft night is sprinkled 
thick with glittering fireflies.
This is one of the most famous war paths of the world.
It is not only level, it is open. It is a highway between Asia and 
Africa, and along its roadways came Thothmes, Sennacherib, Cambyses, 
Alexander the Great, Pompey, and Napoleon. On the plains great 
battles raged."
A Bible nearby also contained strangely true words 
concerning the land, so together they read Isa. 34: 11-15, 35: 
1,2,6,7 and numerous other passages.
It was a wondrous ’night of -opportunity and comrad- 
ship in the land" of both the Old and New Testament. The mod­
ern situation -was tense, for day by day the Turk was being 
driven farther and farther to the north, and his overthrow meant 
victory for Christianity in the Near East.
On the morrow both leaders went forth,
"Allenby to direct men on their way to fight _
In Jordan’s hell for a thing called Rig|ip,"-'tu
Finley to direct men on their' way to heal
the wounds laid bare in frenzied zeal.
Wo 2.
Story Bedouin Boy Telling of Colonel Lawrence
or
Colonel Lawrence as a Bedouin
"All, thou are latej Not long since our new king^
Peisal/ and Col* Lawrence trekked over yon caravan trail,
Peisal rod6 in front dressed in pure white, COl,
Lawrence at his side also in white, and another Shereef on 
his left wearing a red head cloth, and a tunic and cloak 
dyed with henna. Behind them the other Bedouins rode carry­
ing three banners of purple silk, topped with gold spikes, 
and behind them hode- three drummers playing a march, and they 
were followed by A wii;d bouncing mass of three thousand camels 
which constituted the body guard. These were all packed to­
gether as closely as could be, the men in every variety of 
colored gowns and head dresses, and the camels, equally bril­
liant in .their trappings, and the whole crbv/d was singing at 
the top of their* voices a war song in honor of Peisal and the 
English Colonel.
Who is Col. Lawrence, you ask? Why, don't you know 
of the. young Englishman whom even an Arab will trust? He car­
ries the curved sv^r-ord of a Prince of Mecca, speaks seldom and 
softly. By the Beard of the Prophet, he can do everything we 
do better than^we ourselves. He gives everything and wants 
nothing. Truly he is more than a man*
All our tribes were strong and powerful, but we wast­
ed our strength in fighting one against the other. Col. Law­
rence brought us together into one great fighting army, then 
placed himself at the head of two hundred thousand Bedouins mounted
-2*
on racing camels and fleet Arabian horses. Our leaders grasp­
ed the opportunity to cooperate with him, and with all the 'pent 
up hatred and fury of five hundred years of slavery and dis­
honor, we leaped at the throats of our villainous masters and 
drove the Turks from Arabia,
We hear it was a man named Allenby who liberated Pal­
estine, but it was Lawrence who freed Arabia'* and later pass­
ed over the power unto our own leader, who is now King Peisal."
Adapted from Lov/ell Thomas’ articles in 
Asia Magazine,- Sept., Oct., Dec., 1919
No* 3
.Story - Jesus, the Car^penter of Nazareth
I wish I had heen Sis apprentice, to see Him each morning 
at ’Seven,
As He tossed His gray tunic far from Him, the Master of earth
and of heaven.
When He lift'iiM the lid of His work chest and opened His car­
penter’s kit
And looked at His cliisels and .augers, and took the bright
tools out of it
While He gazed at the rising*' sun tinting the dew on 'the open­
ing flowers
And' smiled as He thought bf His Father, whose love floods this 
planet of ours.
When He fastened His apron about Him, and put on His working­
man-’ s cap.
And grasped the smooth hasp of the hammer, to give the bent 
woodwork a tap,.
Sayihg, "Lad, let me finish this ox yoke. The farmer must put 
in his crop,"
0, I wish I had been His apprentice and worked in the Nazareth 
shop
And sometimes His 'mqthex-'itfigh't' bring us our meal in the mid-sum- 
me:?’ heat,-
Outspread it so simply before us, and bid us sit down and eat.
Then with b6th of us silent before. Him, the blessed Messiah 
would stop
'To, say grabs, and a tremulous glory would fill the Nazareth shop.
Prom, "The Naz8.reth Shop," by 
Robef^t McIntyre.
Story - Home life of- Boys of Palestine.
ijfc
"When the dawning ushers in a -new day in Palestine, 
the- boys get up from their small wool or pag-filled mattres­
ses, laid upon the bare floor of their homes. Many of them 
do not eat any breakfast, for there is only one regular meal, 
the supper at evening. If they get hungry, they seize a hand­
ful of dates or figs, a bunch of grapes, a piece of breaEl, or 
anything else within reach. Except upon very rare occasions, 
they never think of washing their faces and hands. In fact, 
their process of dressing is very -simple, their only garment 
being a little cotton sack with three holes in it. Through 
the middle hole the head is pushed, the arms are slipped out 
at the other holes, and the boy is dresoed, except for a little 
cap which he claps on his head.
When the day is over, the lads of the,Holy Land eager­
ly gather about the evening meal. The main.dish of rice is ser­
ved in a large bowl, set in the middle of the floor, and around 
the bowl are arranged cakes of bread. Sometimes vegetables are 
served, and once in a long time a piece of meat- is added to the 
bill of fare. The members of the family squat upon their heels 
around the big bowl, and the meal begins. As each person dips 
his hands into the bowl, he utters a pious form of words for 
grace, and then, in the absence hf knives, forks or spoons, 
whips the grains of rice into his mouth with his fingers.
V/hen the meal is ended, parents and children light their 
pipes, and coffee, served without sugar, is handed around, Chat« 
ting together, and often relating stories of long ago, the family 
circle remains here until it is time to bring out the mattresses 
and retire for the night",
"Hing's Tr'easurles,"
CPresbyter!an Board of 'Publleation,
No. 4
No. 5
Story - White Star Reconstruction in the Near East, 
Among the Silk Cocoons of Brus©.,
If you had visited one of the Armenian villages around Brusa 
the summer before the great war you might have believed yourself 
in ancient Egypt, with one of the plagues in full progress, a 
very visitation of tiny green worms possessing the land. Worms 
everywhere. Worms in the houses, worms crawling on the floor,• 
worms on the tables. As you sat eating one was apt to drop down 
cooly from the rafters or through a crack in the celling. Par 
from showing any concern for your comfort the s^^ety expressed 
was wholly for the vwrm. He was promptly rescued and to your 
surprised carried tenderly upstairs.
The explanation was not far to seek. That little soft green 
worm and all his fellows..-were Indeed the town’s most precious pos- „ 
session, that center and source of all the wonderful silk industry 
for which Brusa is .sd" justly famous.
If you follo?/ed upstairs to the loft you found a little world 
of silk worJDS crav/ling around,- on branches of green mulberry leaves 
spread out* on wooden tables.
As you stayed in the village yoi^found how truly everything 
centered upon this one thing. Rows and rows of mulberry trees 
grew in the gardens and on the terraced hillsides, not large gnarl­
ed trees as mulberries grow but small and planted very close toge­
ther. The little trees were stripped almost bare^ in some caseh^of 
all the fresh young leaves. What a business it was replenishing 
the worms with new leaves every day, picking out all the old leaves - 
rescuing the little fellows who had strayed or gotton lost in some 
barren spot with no food Insight. They take precedence of everything 
else. Old and young, the whole family work over them together, tend­
ing them with far more care than ever a Brusa baby received. Many 
families just moved,^ out and resigned the whole house in favor of their 
summer boarders. They must be well, protected, while the people 
could live in the gardens in the warm summer months.
Then at last came the exciting day when one and then another 
fat little worm grew weary of his sumptuous fare and set to work to 
evolve from his own small insides a soft fairy comforter to wrap 
him in. They were not all the same for some of the filmy cocoons 
v/ere yellov/ and some were greyish white, all made of finest gossa­
mers, a bed fit for a king, —
Then the work of the village was over. Beyond the silk cocoon 
they did not go, except for those who made a business of keeping the 
cocoons till the soft little moths hatched out, who lay the hundreds 
of tiny eggs that are sold next year to all the grov/ers as the seed 
of next year's crop of worms.
But the rest of the cocoons, thousands of them are gathered up 
and taken to the city for sale. The silk factories buy them’ up and 
divide them in piles sorted as to quality and color. They spread 
them out and turn them over and over v/lth wooden paddles to keep
them from spoiling till their 'turn comes in the great boiling vats 
of water.
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It Is an odd eastern way they have of hringing them out of 
their hot bath, Just a rough branch, the more twigs the better,
T/hich is rfiked through the soft mass and drawn out with a score 
of drenched cocoons hung by a tiny silken thread.
So -the unwinding is started. Then while still wet the soft 
moist thing is spun--out into skeins of heavy lustrous silk by the 
wooden wheels that the hands of generations of Armenian women 
have turned in the self same way. Some of it goes right to the 
looms in its beautiful natural state. For the rest comes the dy­
ing process. No crudely efficient Western process this.
The colors have been deepening on the hillsides in the sap 
of tiny plants; growing warm and rich in the brown earth where 
roots of magic power have been reaching down deep into the color 
secrets that have made the splendor of the oriental world.
Village women in their aprons bring them in, and dyers^whose 
skill in the art has come down father to -son, select the unlikely 
looking ingredients that will make a rainbow pot of colors shim­
mering, changing, illusively lovely when the hand woven fabric is 
done. Such colors you never saw, color which only the splendor 
’ of Oriental sunlight can call from the dark earth, which only the 
Oriental crafts-man would dare combine and blend into that marvel 
of glowing tint and shade yOp. look at with astonished delight.
How could the weave ever come to be so thin and delicate of 
texture upon the primitive hand looms where the brown hands hurry 
back and forth] The pride and speciality of Brusa was these sheer 
silks, like a very spider web of transparent gauze,-
Down in Syria and Dai&ascus the heavy striped silks of the 
Arabs are woven, but the Brusa looms had in mind the raiment of 
fairies.
It was on these silks the Armenian girls of Brusa did the rare 
art embroideries that sbld in the great Turkish Metropolis, or made 
beautiful many a well to do Armenian home.
Then came the terrible war. Prom their gardens and hillsides 
where they tended the silk worms the simple peasant folk were torn 
away. Silk growing stopped in Brusa. The master weavers were all 
gone from the city. Ruthless men cut down the precious mulberries 
as firei^qod. Looms and factories fell into ruin.
Pour years passed. The war was over and .from their far places 
of exile, Armenian wanderers come back, home to the ruins of Brusa.
When the American relief workers came and found people without 
work and food, they set to work to find employment. It was impossible 
for people to start their ancient trade without tools or money. So 
the Near East Relief has gone into the silk industry in Brusa, dis­
tributing cocoons to the villages, helping to reclaim the mulberry 
orchards, setting up the looms,
" Again in Brusa the heavy skeins of lustrous silk are spun and
the art weaving of many colors grows on the wooden looms. It was
hard at first, for pj§>“jnany of the skilled workers went, near to re-
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turn, but new hands are learning which were only children four 
years a^o, children whom the Near East Relief has kept alive.
Armenian girls who have spent cruel years in captivity 
are embroidering .aga^.n in the American Rescue home and the lovely 
gauze creations gb to the Near East Acorne Gift Shop which an Amer­
ican girl keeps in Constantinople. Sailors of many nations drop 
in there and choose for their sweethearts at home some exquisite 
piece of embroidered silk that carries the message far and wide of 
the girls and children of Brusa,*
Mrs, Agnes Wilson Osborne.
No, 6-
Story - Girls in Urmiia School 
NOTES OP A CONVERSATION WITH 
MRS. SHEDD OP URUMIA, PERSIA,
A girl coming to Urumia would have entered Pisk's 
School for Girls where about fifty girls might be accommo- •. 
dated. At night six of the girls occupied each of the rooms. 
They arose in the morning, dressed, and then folded their mat­
tresses, which had been laid on the floor as beds during the 
night, placed Upon them the sheets and blankets, carefully 
folded.
Each then spread dpwn on the floor a cover about two 
yards square, placed the folded mattress and blankets upon 
this, brought the four corners together and tied them in a 
knot, then set them up against the side of the wall and spread 
a rug down in front. Thus the six beds, carefully wrapped, 
were soon standing along the side of the room with, a rug in 
front of each one*
If callers were announced, the girls greeted them and 
expected them to go over and sit down, Turk fashion, upon one 
of these rugs using the beds to lean against as we use the 
back of a chair. Each girl brought her own bedding when she 
entered the school.
Dining Room, -In the dining room were low tables each 
accommodating about twelve to fifteen girls. The floor was 
covered with matting. On each side of the four tabl*e.s were 
strips of carpet. The girls sat Turk fashion upon the carpet. 
Each had an enamel plate, but no sppqn, kni'fe, or fork. They 
bowed their heads for the blessing, and then a girl, whose part­
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icular work it was, took a large dish of cheese and a cup, 
and passed around the table, giving each girl a cup of cheese 
on her plate. Then the bread was passed. Each piece was about 
as thin as a piece of paper, and the cheese was soft and "gooey." 
This was their entire breakfast, and they were perfectly satis­
fied. In some of' the wealthier homes tea is sometimes served.
Note: The cheese was made from goat's milk left 
to grow fairly old and then pounded into 
a powder. It was then mixed with spices 
and placed in large jars or pails, and 
buried in the earth. When the people were 
ready to use the cheese, they dug a jar up 
■from the ground.
School Routine. At the ringing of a bell the girls lined 
up in the yard and marched to their seats in the study hall. 
Chapel was first enjoyed, they sang a song, repeated the Lord's 
Prayer, and then listened to a Bible story. One of their favor­
ites was. "Naaman and the Syrian Maid."
The most outstanding factors of the Mission School to 
the girls was its cleanliness ,and order, the good spirit of its 
teachers and pupils, and the kind treatment which they received, 
O-n the outside they used the most vile language, and it was very 
difficult to adapt themselvess to the kind of language used with­
in the school buildings Some of their worst punishment came from 
their forgetfulness along this line. When a new girls came in, 
she waw the others having prayer and reading, and began to ask 
questions. One of them was a Kurd, and helped wait on table. 
Finally she came to the teacher and said,
"I want to live with you always, but to keep my own re­
ligion," Through association, example, atmosphere, and also 
through participation in worship, one by one the girls came to 
us saying, "I want to be a Christian."
The work was apportioned to each girl and changed 
every two months# The only way they had of gaining pin mon­
ey was throug^L’ assisting the teachers and being paid by them.
Of course a few of them seoured money from heme.
They had not 'been used, to singing in any form except 
ribald songs of the vilest sort, and hence delighted in sing­
ing Christian songs. The greatest favorlt-e,was "Jesus Loves 
Me, This I Know,"
At four o'clock they had a period of sewing and patch 
work. At night all gathered fo^r evening prayers, but mofet of 
the time was taken in singing songs.
At night, after the groups of girls had retired to 
their rooms,'there was a qu,iet time when each girl read her 
Bible, and then knelt upon her rug with face toward the bed 
as it stands against the wall.
Punishment, Mrs. Shedd, who had charge of the finances
' ' »
of the girls^ said:
"l always kept my books and money in a tin box in mys
trunk put away in one corner of the room. One day upon enter­
ing I found many things had been disturbed about the room, and 
I immediately realized that some one had been there, and went 
immediately to the thunk. This I found opened, and 'the money 
box also opened. Upon invesilSation, I found that $30,00 had 
been taken. We teachers gathered together to tallj^he situation 
over> Suspicious rested upon one girl, but we could not prove 
she was guilty. We called the girls into our confidence. Sev­
eral girls were devout Christians and these gathered together 
for a special prayer meeting. Things went along in the usual 
way for several days. One night,-about ten o’clock, one of these 
devout Christian girls entered skying that Sophy had confessed.
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I asked her how it had happened, and she said that she and Sophy 
were washing dishes together and were alone, the other girls hav­
ing gone to their work. Sophy had aeemed uneasy and restless, so 
she turned to her and said, "Is there anything, you wish to confess?" 
Then Sophy said, "I did take the money."
The three of us gathered in my room and talked the situa­
tion over. Sophy was very repentant and had hid most of the money, 
khich'she went and got for us. She returned all hut 50^. By doing 
extra work for which money was paid hy the teachers, we made it pos­
sible for her to return the whole amount."
This treatment and punishment proved much more effective 
thkn the curses and blows to which the girls of that region were 
accustomed when outside of Christian influence.
No, 7
Story - THE POWER OE THE .AMERICAN FLAG - 
Notes from a Stpry Told by Dr, Goan of Persia,
The girl, awakened by the tumult in the courtyard, arose 
quickly and went to the window.
The sight ehe saw struck terror to her heart. Over the 
rolling hills, marching rapidly towarij her, came an army of the 
dreaded Turks. The red fezes seem’ed innumerable, the steel rifled 
flashed in the sunshine, and in every belt she knew there also hung 
a curved dagger*
Forgetting her own -terror, she strove to allay the fears 
of the children who were clinging to her shirt and hands. They 
found themselves not far from the gate, A howling, frantic mob 
walled qnd surged* about them. Suddenly a voice rang out:
"if you ever prayed in your lives, pray nowi"
At the same moment an American flag was unfurled by sthe 
breeze from a pole just above their heads.
As one man they all dropped their knees, and in true orien­
tal fashion sobbed put entreaties and prayers. The crack of pistols 
could be heard i,n the distance, and soon through the narrow street 
-could be seen the advance guard led by a Turkish officer. They came 
nearer, and every inch of the narrow thoroughfare was filled by the 
movingmass of soldier^.
Directly under the .flag stood 'the American missionaries. 
Within the enclosure were 20,000 praying," sobbing refugees. What 
might five minutes bring of carnage or rescue?
Life hung in a balance for every one,* It was a tense mo­
ment ,
When within a few yards of the gate the officer saw the 
flag. He hesitated a moment then, turning,. called out, "Haiti"
Then to the ^roup of missionaries he skid roughly:
"What flag is that?"
t
"The American flag," was the answer,
"Why is it flying here?"
"We are American citizens demanding protection because of
our flag."
Shaking his fist afthe flag, the officeh shouted: "if it 
were not for the rag every one of you would be massacred.Then to 
the soldiers
"Forward, Marchi"




The hearts- beat wiE^diy.*’ Sobs became, first silent awe 
then joyous cries-. For a little .while longer we were safe.’
■m
EASTER IN THE ORIENT.
»
Easter amongst the Christians of Syria Is the 
festive day of the year. It Is the^tlrae for bestowing 
gifts upon friends and relatives. Instead of putting the 
presents In the children’s stockings or upon a tree, the.
parents hide their gifts throughout the house and the
*
children spend their Easter morning in the searchi Many 
people*' spend the day In making calls. The forty days 
fast, preceding, has added zeal to the festivities.
The week preceb'dlng Easter day is filled with 
ceremonies. On, Sunday the people wear a large cross made 
of palm leaves, though the services do not become so in­
teresting until Thursday, for on this day the foot-wash­
ing ceremony takes place. As one approaches the church he 
finds it surrounded by a great crov/d. Some have come for 
miles to attend the services of this Important week. .In 
front of the door are the usual beggars. Their appeals are 
loud and long: ’’Give me the price of a loaf of bread (one 
cent).’ God will reward youj God will preserve your child­
ren.' God will give you a long life.' Only give me one pre­
sent.'" The great crowd inside the churph is cro¥/ding around 
a platform in the center of the room which has been placed 
here for the foot-washing Service. At one end of this plat­
form sits the Bishop with twelve young priests seated in a 
semicircle around him. Although he is to typify the Christ, 
he has no lesson of humility to teach. Unlike the "Meek and 
Lowly Jesus" he is decorated with a most gorgeous and costly 
robe over-laid' with golden lace. The feet of all the twelve 
are not washed at once. It seems to an observer to be a most
difficult task for the Bishop, who after having washed the 
feet of two or thr^e, takes his seat- again apparently ex- 
hapsted. The priests who wait upon him put his silver scep­
ter again into his hand, his golden miteh on his,head and 
he is oncp more attired in his magnificent robe. The- Idst 
one to whom he administers this sacred rite impersonates 
the impetuous Peter, He rises and protests most emphatically. 
As in the sacred story, he is shown his error and submits 
gladly. During the entire service the choir is chanting in 
Syriac the Bible story aS told in the Gospel of John.
When the crowd assembles on Good Friday they find 
the figure used to represent the Savior nailed to a cross.
The figure and cross are about four feet in length. The 
entire church is draped in black. The altar is veiled by 
a large black curtain upon which can be seen figures in 
white which-suggest the Passion Week, On one side is the 
figure of a ladder used by the soldiers while crucifying 
the Master, Near by is a spear which was used .to pierce 
His side. Then there is the lightning, the sun that re­
fused to shine, the moon and stars, and even the scourage.
At the other side of this peculiar curtain is the sponge 
which held the vinegar, the hand that smote Him, the sword 
which was used to cut off the ear of the servant of the 
High Priest, even the figure of the cock that announced to 
Peter his denial.
This service on Friday lasts about two hours.- During 
the first hour a sermon is preached at, rather than to, the 
people, for there is comparatively no attention. The people
have come to look not to listen. The men sit on one side of
the church and the women on the other. Since the women 
compose about two-thirds of the audience they are also al- 
loted the sole use of the gallery. Here they talk inces­
santly. After attending this meeting one could easily un­
derstand why they were once exhorted to "keep silent in 
the church". Two priest's robed in white take the parts 
of Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathaea. Slowly the spikes 
are removed and the figure is taken down from the cross 
and laid on -a bier. It is then .covered with a large black 
cloth...And carried around, the room by a body of priests, a 
troop of torchbearers going ahead while the Bishop and 
priests follow. This procession, intended to be a solemn 
af-fair, is turned into a howling i;*abble. The mob jostles 
priests and Bishop aside in their wild endeavors to touch 
the Holy Bier, wh'iph act they thin^; brings them virtue. It 
is a most sacrilegious sig]l9,t to see'some of the women jump­
ing’ headlo,ng underneath the bier because of an ol(a supersti­
tious belief that they will henceforth be mothers of many 
children where before they have had none. Finally the dis­
arranged procession finds its way back to the corner of the 
burning incense and love-ladened flowers the body is taken 
from the herd of ignorant devotees and laid away to await 
the resurrection morn. _
When asked what time the resurrection would take place 
the Bishop said it was necessary to keep that a secret lest 
the people might disturb the ceremony in their over-rejoic­
ing. His precaution apparently waS" of no avail, for by eleven 
o’clock Saturday night the church was filled to over-flowing 
and a still larger crowd qn the outside was making the night
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hldeous with Its clamor and the constant report of guns and 
revolvers. About one o'clock Sunday morning the services 
began. After a time of chanting'aT^signal was suddenly given 
that the tomb had been found empty. Immediately the house 
was in a great stlrj 'bells were rung} the chandeliers rere 
^11 set to swinging. The people saluted one another with 
the iTords, "The Messiah is risen", receiving the. answer, "Yes, 
truly He i,s risen". '"These salutations were heard during the 
entire day,
' .Ralph A. Felton,
(recently Insty’uctor in the 
Syrian Protestant College, 
'Beirut, Syria,)
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No, 1 Pacts
INTERESTING FACTS TEACHERS NEED TO ‘KNOW.
Dr. Zwemer, in his wonderful book "Childhood of the 
Moslem World," gives a detailed description of the religious 
practices of Islam as far as they concern children. The following 
is a very briSf outline of his discussion:
1, Repetition of the creed.
As soon as- a Moslem child can lisp, it is 
taught the creed. They repeat it on every 
possible occasion, especially if by chance 
they find themselves near a Christian child 
or group of children.
,Creed:
I witness that there is no god but God 
and I witnes's that Mohammed is His servant 
and ppostle, 0 God! pray for our Lord 
Mohammed and for his family, as Thou didst 
pray for our"Lord Abraham and his family, 
as Thou didst bless our Lord .Abraham and 
his family, in- the tiro worlds', for Thou 
art the Praiseworthy and the Glorious,"
2 Wheni-Moslem children pray they follow every rit­
ual and purification - often usihg sand instead 
of v/ater fpr cleansing,_ Outvrard cleansing seems 
to be the only thought. Prayer is passport to 
Paradise, and after reaching the age of ten child­
ren are whipped if they do not pray at least five 
times a day.
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3, The fast of Ramadhan is obligatory after twelve 
years, of age. Children of only seven or ei^t
f
endeavor to keep it as a great virtue. Every
I
year they fast/a little lohger, until they are 
abde to obstain from food throught all the days 
of the whole long month, 'A night fasting gives 
place to feasting, indulgence and pleasure. Child­
ren make merry with their elders.
4, Giving of alms affect children little as to giving, 
but poor children recerve alms of rich and poor 
v^'ho follow command pf the prophetj All Mohamme­
dans are gracious in their hospitality,
5. Pilgrimage to Mecca,
Children do not generally go, except from India 
and Java and from nearby Bedouin tribes. From 
these places they come in hundreds in pilgrim ships, 
or by camel caravans.
6. ?/orship of saints.
The ireal worship of these people consists in 
veneration of so-called saints. Near' every village 
and by many a hillside are seen mud erections over 
which, tied to sticks, are various colored rags, 
indicating the tombs of a holy man or dervish.
Before these tombs the tribesmen kneel in prayer. 
Children also fear and respect the mad travelling 
dervishes who tell weird stories and fill their
minds full of supersti±i6n and falsehood. One-eighth 
of all the children of the world live under the
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shad ow of the cre^scent in the lands of Islam. 
There are 201,000,000 Mohammedans in the world. 
80,000,000 of tliese'-are children. A line of 
Moslem children, df-JUiey -stood together, holding 
hands, would stret^Ch ^ejcactly twice around the 
globe. They would fill seventeen cities as large




LIFE OF KOHAMIvlED,^. " *
No. 2 FACTS
MOHAMMED was born in Mecca, in Arabia, in about the year 570, 
and belonged to a noble family. He was said to have been directly 
descended from Ishmael, son of Abraham and Hagar.
Mohammed was so good a boy that the people of Mecca called him 
"The Faithful."
V/hen he was about 12 years of age, his grand father took him on 
a long caravan journey to Syria. On this journey the boy saw 
many new sights, and learned something of other peoples, especi­
ally Jews and Christians. This was about 582,
Mohammed was married when about 25 years of age, to Khadijah, a 
widow who was older than he. She was a wise and devoted woman, and 
her influence helped Mohammed in starting 'his new religion.
• Mohammed was 43 years old when he first ^publicly proclaimed him­
self Prophet of God to Arabia. He had'had many visions before
-N
this, and had discovered, as he .said, that' "There is no god but 
God." i
Mohammed fled from Mecca, because of persenutions there, and with 
a few followers went to Medina, J:his fli^t|being called the "Hegira".
I
This was in June, 622. ■
✓
The first battle of March,' 624, began the great wars of
Mohammedanism, which spread the new religion over a large part of 
the world.
Mohaimned died, 632 A.D
f
PRAYER WHICH IS SAID BY CHILDREN' AND OLDER PEOPLE. 
ABOUT SEVENTY TIMES A DAY.
Prom; "childhood in Moslem World,," by Zwemer,
No. 3 FACTS.
"Glory to Thee,, 0 Allahi and Thine is the praise, and 
blessed is Thy name and exalted is Thy Majesty and there is 
none to be served besides Thee . . . . l betake me for refuge 
to Allah against the accursed Satan,
"In the naine ofAllah, the Beneficent, the Merciful,
All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds, the Bene­
ficent, the Merciful; Master of the time pf requital. Thee 
do we serve and Thee do we beseech for help, -Guide us in 
the right path, the- path of those upon whom Thou hast be­
stowed -favors. Not of thpse upon whom wrath is brought down,, 
nor of those who go as'tray,
"Say: He - ^llah^is one, Allah is He of whom nothing
is independent. He begets not, nor is He begotten; and none 
is like Him. Gldry to my? Lord the
Compare this with the simple prayer', which Jesus taught 
us; ■ ^rV
"Father, hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come.^ ''^
Give us day by da^.our daily bread'.
Arid forgive us our'sins; for we ourselves also 
for-give every one that is indebted to us.
And bring us not intg temptation," Luke 11 2,3,4
^ S'^e also Matthew
At the time o^f mpslera: publia prayer, the muazzin, or 
"crier", ascends the minare-t,^ or stands at the side ot the 
mosque nearest the public thoroughfare, and gives' the azan, or 
"call to prayer,” as follows-;
‘"God is great 1 God is great I God Is great I
God is great I
I bear witness that there' is no god but Gqd^
I bear witness that there is no god but God’I
I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of God’
I bear witness that Muhammad is -the Apostle of GodJ
Come to prayers"! Come to prayers!
Come to salvationI Gome to salvationI
(The Shiiahs add "Come to good worksi")
There is no other god but God!"
(The Shiahs re.cite the last sentenpe twice.)
In the early morning the following sentence is added;








'The Shepherd and the Hireling ,,(Na:hareth) 
Kuku Kuku (Persian)
Date Stones ( Arabian)
Game of/products
Art Galiery Game with traihed guide 
Game facts r ■ ,
GAME
I'I
Game - The Shepherd and the Hireling,
This game is very populW today with the children of 
Nazareth, It was ob’served again and again by H, Schoin who 
foimd bach group of children v'arying the words as they wished.
The words were translated into French, later dntp' German, then 
into English, and now are rearranged and adapted so that they 
can be actually pl’ayed by' American children*
The children of Christ'’s ‘day played this same game, 
and this was. part of his mental background w.hen he said the 
words recorded in 'dohn lol-^-^. Read t]aem either before or 
after the game ap seems advisable.
Think of a wide meadow, a hill coyere'd with grass and 
shut in by mountains'. Here and there a palm tree, A group 
of boys come walking along. Some walk on their hands and feet 
and pretend ,to eat grass like real sheep. Soon only one remains 
standing and he carries a shepherd’s crook. He appears vain, 
adjusting his ‘girdle, flowing robes, etc., and gazes off over the 
plains with no care for the sheep. From time to time he calls 
indifferently "rrreedl o o rrreedi oo"
At the sound of his vbice the sheep come toward him and
follows
O'ccasionally h§^ looks at them, o.ounts them, scolds them
in a harsh tone and threatens them with.his staff. One knows
C' ihe has no love or carQ^for the sheep,
S
The pantomime'*changes to a drama.
The Hireling: "l am Janbaniah, a shepherd 'of willing sheep,
/ 'i
and poor frightened lambs’, L-don’t wopry^ and I don’t wish any
■%
one to worry me,’* The sun bums, Ihe *c‘old -winds blow, the wolves
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Ihowl, and I have enough to endure. Why should I bother with
V
these sheep, even if the wolves do take hne or two - ten, - hal 
hal" ^
IJhe Master with his seven sons enters.
The Master: Janbaniah, ray servant, it is a long time since
I have seen youl
The Hireling; ^ ^
Jacob, ray master, it has been a long time since I 
have greeted youl 
The Master;
Hireling., these lambs, are thin and the sheep are sad. 
Why is it they have not had better care?
The Hireling;
Master, the hills are fruitless and the valleys dried
up.
The Master;
It is for you, Janbaniah, to seek a new place. The 
flock seems smallI Do the wolves eat ray sheep?
The Hireling;
I need a fine tarbouch (hat) and a larger couffiet 
to protect me from' the sun.
The seve’n sons sing in 'derision at the' side;
We go to a bazaar,'^'
0.And buy a fine ^eorrfflet
That he 'may wander^ 'round the fields
' /And sing aba, ahetl 
/"" ^
The Hireling wander^'about singing softly "aba, abet I"
" ■ i




I need iDetter shoes 'and a warmer cloak whnn the winds 
blow cold.
Seven sohs s^ng;
we’ll choke'a sheep to death 
, \
And cure the hides right soon,
That he may wander ’round the fields 
And ‘sing aha, ahoonl
The Hireling wanders about singing softly "Aha, ahooni "
0
Returning, says;
I need a ^ilendid girdle for my loins and a sling to 
hang at my side that I^may kill the wolf before he comes near. 
Seven sons sing;
We go to a bazaar
And buy a splendid sling 
That he may wander through the field 
^nd sing ala, alingi
The>, suddenly the children pounc.e on the egostlstl-eal 
hireling and, beating him, drive him 'frdm "the field.
The Master takes charge of the sheep and sings among 
the lambs:-
(Tune - "Bring Back My Bonnie to Me,")
My. sheep, you are safe with your shepherd.
Who loves and protects you alwayr,
The lamb who may^stray and be epring.
//I’ll se-ek lalm by night and by day.
n
j’ll bring back^ bring back 
The lamb that so far did stray!
The good shepherd’b’e^s his sheep, and calls gently:
"rrreedi oo” (other field,)
The sheeb-gather ’ro\md him and soon follow him to some___ _ _____________ I__ _______^^ _ ___-__ SS:_________________ _ -
no. 2
KUKU KUKU (Persian)
The boys pair 'off, leaving an odd one. They- form a 
circle, one of each pair standing and the other crouching at 
his fee’t. The hne who is sitting taps the ground dl tfie time 
saying "Kuku, feuku," and, as he* does -so, he lays down pebbles 
or sticks, --
The odd boy has 'to go aro'und the cirol-e^ hoplJing on 
one foot without falling, and gather up the sticks, or pebbles.
He tosses them Tip in the ‘air, and if they fall within the circle, 
the boy S' cry, "pienty^:‘'t '^t this cry they jvtmp and all run 
away; as they run each boy tried to find a companion. The one 
left is called "the orph.'an," and is the odd boy in the next 
round, " .
No.. 3
The game of Date Stones (Araljian|>
This game, has been' p)layed in Arabia for hundreds, if 
not for thousands, of years, j
Lines are made ,in the sand thus;
and each player gets twelve stones whichj al£eraately with his 
opponent, he places pn the marks, trying if possible* to get 
three in a straight line, and at the saijie time doing his best 
to keep his adversary from getting three in a line. For whoever 
first gets three stdnes in a line has the privilege of removing 
any one of his opponent’s that he wishes, and he or his opponent 
always does the same whenver a line of three is completed, ^i/hen 
at last all the stones have been placed on the board, or field, 
the players move them along the straight lines, one at a time, 
to try and get three pieces in a line, and at the same time, 




Present, if possible, Production Map of Asia, may be
secured of Asia Publishing Company, j627 Lexington Ave., New 
York City, at |2,00,' Smaller aphool production maps may be 
used. Have available production or manufacturing maps of 
United States,
Use large blackboard* Divide into two sections. Over
one place the word "American,"* and over the other "Near East".
Draw symbolic horn of plenty at head of each column to represent 
the gifts interchanged between these two countries or regions.
Appoint one child as secretary to make word lists on blackboard 
as pictures and references give data. These are to be copied 
later into report bookj, '
Arrange two tables. ‘Mark one "America," and the other "Near East."
A director should be'^ stationed at each table who understands the 
task in hand, boose leaf npt^ books, paste, etc., should be 
ready for the children. Abput, the ro.om in books, behind pictuhes, 
under magazines, etc., have bedn placed numerous pictures care­
fully cut from magazines and c^-talogues. At a given signal 
children begin a "still hunt".' As a child finds a hidden picture, 
he or she observes'it carefully and decides from which of the two 
countries the prod'^ct it represents has come. He shov/s the pic­
ture t6~'the*-director at'chosen table and, if correct, pastes 
it in position, Hd, then goes -out _to search for 'another picturp 
with which he follows same plan of decision and work as before,
(If in doubt, he consults map,|
A child ]Tiust have in his hand only one picture at a time to 
avoid confusion and s.ecifre excellent' books.















(In 1915 and 1916, the United 
States sold to Arabia 40,000,000 









oriental rugs and shawls 
silks









References: Songs of Solomon 
.2:12-13, Songs of'jSolomon 
PsjLlm 104: 13-;L5 
Genesis 22: 17-18 
Matt. 13:' 45,46
Ccra'bitied American pages show typical volume of 





ART GALLERY GAME WITH TRAINED GUIDE.
Pic'ture Gallery; NjirnTD^red-piotures of transportation 
and industries of the Near East are- hung all about room so as to 
represent a real art gallery. Pictures are much more effective
'i
if mounted and hxmg father far a;^art. It is best for our pur­
pose to have the titles of all -the ptctuhes covered or folded 
back*
Each trained guide chooses one section of the gallery 
and conducts the other members of the group through the section, 
relating facts and stories concerning each picture, as a pro­
fessional guide would dOf*_.
INDUSTRIES, PICTURE SOURCES.
Near East Picture Stories,
Little Gray Donkey, - market gardening 
The Great Rock, - sheep raising 
The Magic Carpet - rug m^-king
Near East Picture Sheets,
Boys and Girls of Bible Lands
Factory Girl in Brusa, Turkey, - silk manufacturing 
Story Part III ' ,,
Egyptian Girls - water carriers
Egypt
Sugar Cane Market, - selling ^nerchandise 
Egyptian Bazaar, - selling merchandise 



















Surprise game follows. All the children gather by a table 
on which are pencils and -slips of paper, 'Ea'oh paper is num­
bered along the side t-o correspond with the numbers on the 
pictures. At given signal all go back to picture gallery 
and write one fact concerning each picture. Ten minutes only 
is alloY/ed, At signal all papers are’tetumed to some 






Pact Contest, "ifftiat is being done in the Nean East?"
Preparation ’tor the Game,
! '
Facts arq soleoted either"by the Leader or by a 
specially appointed’ coraraiftee of children, ?Jhen an average 
of three or more facts for each child taking part in the 
game has been provided, then a division is made into five 
groups, each group being written on slips of paper having 
its own distinctive color. The fact groups are as follows:
What is being done in the Near East by;






As some of the facts are easier to obtain than others, 
a definite amount of credit fs assigned to each group. That is 
it v/ill be easier to find facts under the White Star group' than 
under the Travellers and Students group.
Credits assigned:
One point for each fact in the largest group
(whatever it may happen to be)'
Two points for each fact in the next largest group
Three points for each fact in the third largest
Pour points in the fourth largest
Five points in the fifth or smallest group.
-2-
These prepared slips of paper are hidden -about the 
room before the children arrive^
Rules of the Game
Two Captains are selected and', each has an opporttmity
to choose the children v/ho shall compose his team,
A signal is given, and all the children begin the
search. At the end of ten minute's a second signal is sounded,
J'each Captain gathers his^^team together to read the facts from 
the slips and count the pojhts made.
The five most^interesting and vital facts from those 
found are selected,--'the^ se’lectioli being by majority
vote of the team, ,A11 come jEjogether and the team that has 
secured the most points 'is daciared winner, and the ten 
selected facts are[read for the benefit of all,
) t
Typical SFaots
?/ork being done' In the Near East byl 
Ifhite Star
Denominational fission Board
Governments and Government Officials 
Electric Plant in Bagdad,
The electric-light plant in Bagdad, according to 
infonrhation furnished by the American consul at that city, was 
Installed by the military under whose direction it functions. 
Some independent plant's, however, exist for a cinema theater, 
and for other purposes.
Business Men 
New Railroad Terminal at Haifa,
-.3-
Reports are that a railroad is being constructed 
between Koweit, on the Persian Gulf-, and Haifa, It is not 
knom whether this road is being built by the British Government 
or by a company.
hack of Adequate Facilities in Constanlinople,
It is reported that at least one-fifth of the city 
of Constantino'ple has,-b'een destroyed by recent fires and must 
be rebuilt. In- cohsequence of this condition, reports Consul 
General Ravndal, and of the constantly increasing crowding 
of newcomers into Constantinople, which with its suburbs is said 
to have a population of 1,800,000, the need for lodgings has 
become critical. Rents have'ri-sen enormously. There is little 
hope of an improvement in this cohdition, .for building of any 
description .is practically impossible at present because of 
the scarcity and high price of materials. It is said that 
several financial groups of several nationalities. Including 
■French, British, and Italian,] are considering the .formation 
of land and building companies for the development of the 
city'. Such companies have not hitherto been known in Con­
stantinople, (

















, 100th Psalm meji special form for Memori­
zation,
, The good Samaratan Story. Luke 10 special 
form for Memorization.
. Hames of Children and People of Bible Lands.
, How children of Bible Lands Lived,
, Industries of Bible Times,
. Missionaries of the Hew Testament
. Favorite Bible Stories and verses of Mis- 




Bible' Reference Chart No. 1, 




Make a .-joyful noise unto Jeho'o'ah, all ye lands 
Serve Jehovah ivith gladness ■
Come before His presence with sing.ing
•
: Kno?; ye that Jehovah 
; He is God
: It is He that made us
: And we are His
: We are His people
And the sheep of his pasture 
Enter into -His gates with thanksgiving
and " '
Info His courts with praise
Give thanks unto Him and bless His name
: ' For Jehovah is good
; His loving kindness ehdureth
; forever
; -His faithfulness unto all
: generations*
Memorize the Psalm from typed form. The first week half the 
children (Group A)' learn lines beginning under the "HOW" column, 
and half (GroupB ) learri lines in "WHY" column. The following 
week they recite' as below:
Leader: How shall we praise Jehovah? GroupA. answers with their
memorized portion.
Leader: Why should we praise Jehovah?Group B, answers with their
memorized portion.
Leader: Let’s combine thqse thoughts and give complete Psalm,
i
•Each Group then gives the section necessary, and the complete Psalm 
is recited in correct form.
This next week all the children complete the memorizing 
of the entire selection.
Note that this P.salm reveals the love and joy of Christ­
ianity
« a-
Bible Reference Chart -No, 2, 
MEMORY SELECTION FOR SECTION B.
THE GOOD SAMARITAN STORY
A certain man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho
and





departed leaving him half dead.
And by chance
a certain priest was going down that way 
. and
when he paw hlm^ he passed by on the other side.
And In like manner
a Levite also, when he came to the place
and
saw him, passed by on the other side,
, But
a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he was'
and




bound lip his ivounds, pouring on them oil and wine 
and
he set him on his own beast 
and
brought him to an inn 
and
took care of him
on the morrow, he took .out two shillings
and ■'
gd;ye them to the host, and said:
"Take care of him and whatsoever thou spendest more, I, when 
back again, will repay thee."
come
Bible Reference Chart .No,3»


























Bible Reference Chart No. 4
How the Children of Bible Lands Lived.
1





Moses, Exodus 12 2®
\r
(
Samuel, I Samuel l^^
1
J
David, II Samuel 7^
Solomon, I Kings 3I
Elisha, II Kings 59





Bible Referen'Qe 5hart Fb., ,5. 




Job 13,14 ; , _ _______
Amos 7^4
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HAND WORK AND 'CHRISTIAN SERVICE
PROJECT NO. ONE. REPORT BOOK.
(Teacher only sees these questions as arranged here) 
Section A. The Land and the yeoiple^
I, Our Tour*
1, Describe the tour and suggest interesting 
incidents and sights observed enroute.
2, Mark your journey on map of the world*
3* On map of Near East, locate Port Said and Ramleh,
II, The Land,/
4, Draw two large cornucopias or horns of plenty, 
marking one "America” and the other "Near' East' •
In first one, mark list of Imports from United- 
States to Near East, and in the second,list of 
products grown and manufactured in Near East
to be sent to United States and the world. This 
picture ?;hlch we make is to symbolize Interde- 
pendenc^g. and reciprocity in giving our best,
5, Copy best Near East menu and description as 
brought in,
6, Name the co-untries' included when we say Near ;East,
- 7, Give five interesting facts you have discovered 
about the land.
III. The People,
8, What are some of the languages spoken?
9, How many kinds of costumes can you find that 
the people wear? Give pictures when available,
10, List the foods in common use among the people,
11,. Describe the different types of homes,
12, Name games which the children play,
13, Who is Allenby? Who is Col, Lawrence?
14, Give the interesting Bible references (^lava/^ 
studied which describe Near Eastern people and 
life?
Transportation and Industries,
15, Describe the methods of transportation 
used in the Hear East?
16, Tell of the manufacture of silk.
17, Describe rug making,
18, Write >a shdrt story of the .Pearl Fishers 
of' Bahrein, Persia,^/—
Religion,
19, Who. was Mohammed and what is his sacrOd book 
called?
'20, Describe one interesting custom of Mohammedans,
21, ‘What do Mohammedans think of Jesus and of 
Christians?
SECTION B. CHRISTIANITY IN ACTION ON THE FIELD
I, Under the White Star,
22, Locate the great relief stations.
23. Describe briefly one_ daf^t a relief station.
' 24. State how missionaries are helping in this, work.
25. What is power of the Boy Scout Movement that 
would change a boy like Hovnan?
II, Under Denominational Boards,
26. Survey mission stations alrea^ established. Star 
large stations on Near East irtap.
27. Discover at least seven different types of work done 
by missionaries.
28, Secure for filing all leaflets on the Near East 
published by your church board.
29. Write- imaginary stories of trips to missionary 
stations. Base on facts learned in study.
Ill,
30. If you v/ere grown up and had a chance to choose where 
you might go as a missionary in the Near East, or 
where you might send some person if you could not go 
yourself, to v/hich boys and girls would you go?. Check 
first choice and tell why:
Armenian (Setrak and Hovnan)
Turks (Ahmet and Antreas)
Persians (Perdius and Habib)
Arabians (Arif)
Jews (Yester)
Egyptians (Mitt lalli and Mohammed All)
Syrians (Miriam and Perldl)
Do not follow the Outline slavishly. Remem­
ber it is not for the children and is, only 
SUGGESTIVE for the, teacher.
The one outstanding fact to be kept in mind 
is: The children have sT^reat- social motive
for cooperative v;ork; as they prepare some 
sort of Report "Book to present to the Church 
School as the result of their ten weeks* work 
and study. It should be a creditable refer­
ence book and find place in missionary or' gen­
eral library of church. The more profusely 
and ‘effectively it is Illustrated, the greater 
its value.
Let children take turns in arranging Report 
Book so all-will feel that they have had a 
part'. Valuable unsolicited articles, charts 
from individuals should receive special 
attention and credit as well as a place in 
the book.
PROJECT NO. TWO» Pictures of American Life*
called
During the ten weeks ed-tt a series of volumes 
"Pictures of American Life."
Foreign children delight tp 'sfee how American child­
ren live, to see what they see in home, at school, church and 
in the community.
The selection of pap'er", cover designs. Illustrative 
materials and so forth are fascinating- problems for the children 
and should be discussed carefully, the decisions being made as 
far as possible by the children themselves.
The niunber of series, or the number of volumes in 
the series must depend largely upon time and resources available. 
The children of some localities have numerous pictures, leaflets, 
clippings, etc,, to contribute.; while in o’ther sections there is 
a great lack of supplies of this kind. It is amazing, however, 
to learn of the vast amount of Illustrative material which is 
broi;ight into the public schools, by groups of very poor children „ 
when the teacher secures interest and cooperation,. Where there's 
a will there is usually a wayj
The Report Book on the Near East should heighten the 
contrast and reveal the likenesses of child problems, thoughts, 
and feelings in America; and in the Near East.
These' books should be carefully edited and the child­
ren should rekliie that the American series will prove Very val­
uable to the missionary, while the Near East book will find;a per­
manent home in the Sunday School missionary library*
When undecided v/here to send completed books, write 
Dr. Samuel Price, Metropolitan Tower, New York City, State your 
denomination and ask him to send the name of a missionary who 
would be glad to receive a series” of booklets like those the child­
ren have compiled*
Remember that when there is writing or typing in the 
books they must be sent under first-class postage. If only pic­
tures are 'pasted they go as second class matter. Most of the 
books will be so valuable to the miHsionaries that we should ‘be 
willing to expend money for first-class postage, and include the 
necessary descriptions, stories, etc.
It is better to have a few fine books ’than many of 
poor or medium quallt‘y7
Several children may cooperate and arrange one book, 
or two might choose same title; but, under ordinary conditions, 
each child should, select from the list the subject he is most 
interested in and also the one for which he can secure the best 
illustrative material. Helping each other in securing material 
is a valuable part of the training. The interchange necessarily 
will be a strong, concrete lesson in cooperation because of good 
social motive.
-2-
All material for at least five weeks should be kejit 
in envelops or boxes' before beginning permanent booklets*
SUGGESTIVE TITLE3 FROM WHICH TO SELECT, 
OUR LIFE AS AMERICAN BOYS AND GIRLS*
1*, Our People are Many and Varied#
(Pictures especially of children)
2, Our Homes*
(Interior and exterior views* Youngest . 
Juniors delight to have each two pages 
represent a separate ropm. They cut 
furniture, rugs, dishes, etc*, from cata 
logues and arrange in proper position 
to represent fxirnished rooms. Interior 
decoration is often attempted)
5. Our Schools#
(Artistic handwork accomplished in school 
is occasionally included. Pictures of 
desks, blackboards, kodak prints of flowers 
growing in school gardens or 7/indows, all 








Our Churches and Sunday Schools,
(Include, samples of cards and lesson books 
Different t3rpes of church architecture in 
America. A few kodak pictures of class 
groups with their teachers*)
Our Work and Workers,
(Types of Industries in detail)
Our Public Buildings,
Our Games- and Pleasures,
(Include paper dolls and toys)
,How We Travel,
The Products of our Land
Our Flowers and ’Fru'its and Trees,
1
*-2**
(Pictures from seed catalogues mounted, 
pressed flowers and leaves. Send pack-^ 
ages of seeds.J.
11, ■ Our Great Men and Women*
(Write rather long captions which will 
show reasons why these men and women 
are considered great)
12, The Pictures we Like Best,
(General; Missionary: Bible)
r
13, The Stories We Enjoy Most,
(Typewritten copies or printed pages 
carefully cut from books. Illustrate 
when possible. Missionaries are very 
anxious for -suggestive stories which 
illustrate great Christian virtues or 
ethical ^.truths,)
14, The Songs We Loveto Sing,
(Illustrate meaning of songs by pictures)
15, How We Help Each Other,
Suggestive Posters^^
Take one Near East Painting Book after the 
designs are colored, separate and mount ' 
each page as a separate poster. Appropriate 
quotations may be added if desired.
Cut-out design, "Child of the Near East," by 
Jessie Crawford - Diagram shown on page -----
Picture posters^, one for each country of Near 
East", Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Armenia, 
Arabia, Mesopotamia, Persia, and, by some au­
thorities, the Balkan States,
Mounts are cardboard, 20 by 24, Pictures are 
cut from picture sheets, magazines, or books, 
and after being artistically arranged, 'are 
pasted in position. Space is left at bottom 
of mount for long envelop, .Into this is slip­
ped all-cli-ppings from dally papers apd maga­
zines concerning theme.
Newspaper or magazine of Near East,
Prom clippings and manuscript plus pictures 
and charts arrange an ideal children's maga­
zine or newspaper.
Publicity Posters,
For bulletin board of Church School. Original 
designs- by juniors themselves.
■j/iovy' ojiyo/oN/ SY aixipa no ctoj oNy ^sn/jino no ino
■Ni>N lOSroVN
CONSTRUCTION OP NOMAD'S TENT
"Nomads live in long black tents nf goats’ hair 
cloth,' These' tents are usually about thirty to fifty feet 
long and about' seven feet high. There are nine poles required 
to support the tent and they are arranged in three rows across 
the width of the tent, from fro^ to back, three in the middle 
and three on either end. The cent,ral row being higher, especially 
the center pole.
Ropes are attached to the covering of the tent, and 
by this means it is stretched tightly over the poles. Tent pegs 
of about 2 feet in leng^, made of hard wood, are driven into the 
ground with a .wooden mallet, at a distaiice of a few yards from the 
tent, and to these the ends of the cords are made fast. Curtain's 
close in the back and sides. The front also has one at night, A 
curtain hung from the three central poles divides the tent into 
two portions. The men’s section has carpets spread upon the ground 
and here visitors are received and entertained. The women's side 
is used for cooking and contains the household utensils and other 
things necessary to nomad life,"
Goat’s hair cloth when dry allov/s air to pass through 
the open mesh, but if damp,the cloth shrinks, so no drop of rain can 
penetrate the interior' of the tent.
Burla,p or any dark t^o^wn cbarse cloth may be used in
construction of model. The scale of 2/3 inch to one foot is a good
proportion, and this makes the cloth for tent cover 20 inches square,





Foreign Mission Board156 Fifth Ave., New York.
Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society. 156 Fifth Ave.,New York.
Annual Report for 1919, Board of Foreign Missions of Presbyterian 
Church in the- United States,
-“■Pages 268,269, Dr.Hoffman’s Report on Meshed,Persia,•
^^Page 279, Rev. E.McDowell on Relief Camps in Baghdad.
Persia:
-“■The Ururalan Exodus, by Mrs.Shedd.................. lOjj
Station Letter from Urumia, Oct. 11,1919, by Hugo Muller
In the Horae of a Nestorian Patriarch..............  4jz^
^^-Theri and Now in Persia, by Mrs.Samuel Wilson
Faith in the Flag, by' Hugo Muller
-“-A Persian Pioneer (Story of a Persian Girl) in
"All the World," Jan.,1919....  hi
^i-The Story of Rev.Jacob David of Urumia,July 9,1919 
With the Educator in Persia
Among the Kurds of Kerraanshah, by Bland Wilson Stead 
Boy Life in the Holy Land, by J.M. Seeman 
A Persian Pioneer.................. ................
Syria:
■s^Then and Now in Syria, by Charlotte Bro\m 
. Children of Syria, by Trull
REFORICED CHURCH
OR aMSrIca
Women’s Board of Foreign Missions. 25 W. 22nd St.,New York. 
Women. Workers of Mesopotamia
CONGREGATIONAL;
American Board, 14 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 
Woman’s 3oard of Missions, 14 Street, Boston, Mass. 
Here and There Stories:
Turkey: Yervant and the Agha, by a Missionary to Turkey
Her Heart s Desire, by Adelaide S.Dwight, Turkey.
CONGREGATIONAL: (Continued)
Turkey; Here and There Stories, (Continued)
The Story of Vartan the Valiant, by Isabel T.Merrill
The First-Aid Hostess, by Annie E, Pinneo
A WarrTiiiie Story, by Adelaide S. Dwight
Lousaper’s Ride, by Annie E. Pinneo
The Blue Button, by Ellen W. Catlin
Not by Bread Alone, by Nina E. Rice
The Youngest ’Prentice, by Isabel M. Blake
How Sarra Made a Hole in Water,- by Ellen W. Catlin
A Gift for the King, by Katharine Hazeltine
The Christmas that Pound Itself, by
Armenia: Vartanoosh, the Brave, by Miss Gejjtrude Rogers 
When the Koords Came, by Caroline Silliman 
An Armenian Crusoe, by Isabel Blake
Macedonia:Green Pears and Blue Beads, by Delpha Davis
Egypt; A Boy Scout in Egypt, by Isabel Blake
Picture Stories of Armenian Child Life for Primary Children, by
Ellen VU Catlin.
(This includes also six pictures 7 X -10 in., 25^)
School of Brothers and Sisters at Cedik,Pasha, Turkey.
Congregational Pilgrims in Turkey, by Mabel Emerson and Ruth Seabury
Envelope Series:
Things that Remain in Turkey, by Secretary Wm.E.Strong 
-51-Shepard of Aintab, by Rev. Fred Field Goodsell
Corinna Shattubk. Missionary Heroine
Cyrus Hamlin, D.D.,LL.D., by Dr.A.R.Thain
Leaflets which contain one or more stories of the Near East:
Without the Iron Cross, by Mary Preston. Story V.
They Love Him* Too, by Katharine S.Hazeltine^] Story IV. 
Our Far-Away Friends, by Ruby E.Viets. S Page 16. 
Little Toilers of Other Lands, .Story III.
Hero Tales. This is out of print, but perhaps you may secure some 
old copies. Mabel Emerson and Ruth Seabury are the 
authors. It was published in "1919.
UNITED PRESBYTERMN CHURCH OF NORTH AMERICA,
200 North. 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Foreign Mission Hand Book for 1920............................ lOj^
(Special Egyptian vfork)
METHODIST
Board of Foreign Missions, 150 Fifth Ave.,New York.
The only work the Methodist Foreign Board has Under­
taken in the Near East was a small school in Jerusalem. 
This has been turned over to the Near East Relief, 
and no Methodist Foreign Board representative is now 
in the Near East. It is concentrating its efforts in 
other fields.
NEAR EAST RELIEF, 1 Madison Avenue. New York.
New leaflets are constantly being issued and will be 
sent free upon request.
Stories from Bible Lands
Christmas Program, "Magi of Today,” by Anita B.Ferris 
Sketch, Arshaluls (the promise of a new day) by
Jane Dransfield.
State Series;
The United States has been divided into twenty-five 
sections and the Near East into twenty-five correspond­
ing sections. That is, Constantinople is assigned to 
New York section, Persia to California, etc. One or 
more children from the Near East section are adopted 
by their corresponding United States section. Leaflets 
have been arranged specially dealing xirlth these various 
sections. Send to New York headquarters and get your 
own state leaflet.
Lantern Slide Lectures;
Lantern Slide Lectures carefully selected for children 
have been arranged by Dr.Milton S. Littlefield, who 
is in charge of the Lantern Slide Department of the 
Near East Relief. There are twenty of these slides 
in each lecture and they are sent free of’charge, 
return expressage being paid by the users.
EVERYLAND MAGAZINE, 45 West 18th St., New York.
May number, 19'20, contains Near East play;
April number, 1920, contains article on Easter Customs
in Near East
EVERYLATO); (Continued)
August,. 1920, number, Story of Home Life in Near East 
September, 1920, Out of the Trap 
October, 1920' Rachel—of” Palestine
Many Near East phases of work will be treated throughout 
the year.
WORLD OUTLOOK: 45 West 18th St., New York.
Thi^ magazine will feature the Near East during the 
summer and autumn months of 1920,
